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Preface
This study is concerned with Juvenalfs use of proper
names as a type of minor theme*

Upward of 1400 names were

studied.
Names are used by Juvenal to make the meaning of the
surrounding context clearer and more vivid, by the connota
tion present in the name*
tions of themes.

Thus, names constitute illustra

In these same names, however, there are

often connotations which extend beyond the confines of the
immediate themes, and suggest minor themes.

The concern

of this study is with the names forming such minor themes. It
must be remarked, however, that themes minor in one place
may become major in another place.
It was felt at the outset that certain personal names
employed by Juvenal might'bemused'to designate stock
1
1
characters. Friedlander, however, and Borghesi have
presented persuasive evidence indicating that Juvenal intro
duces only real characters into his satires, and calls them
by their real names.

Yet Wilson feels that those names

which cannot be connected with persons known to history are,
in many cases, used to represent certain more or less clearly
defined types.

This controversy, representing opposite

1. Friedlander, Roman Life and Manners Under the Early
Empire, IV. 318-321.
2. Wilson, D. Iuni Iuvenalis Saturarura Libri V, Intro
duction, XX111.

views, each of which has unquestionable merit, precluded the
adoption of either View*

It was decided to classify the

names of that group of persons unknown to history which might
represent stock characters under the heading "Of literary
invention*"

This nomenclature favors the view

of Wilson

but it is not meant to exclude the opinions of Friedlander
and Borghesiiit merely segregates the group which causes
the controversy*
The personal and other proper names are classified
in accordance with the significance associated with each
name under divisions which become the chapter titles*

A

more specific classification resulted in sections of
chapters*

Finally, for the sake of convenience, the names

in each section were arranged, as far as possible* according
to the source from which they are drawn*

An Index Womlnum

is appended affording easy reference*
The constant aid of the editions of Juvenal by Wilson,
Wright and Macleane la here acknowledged*
heavily drawn upon*

They have been

1

Introduction

,Xh® literary stylo of Juvsna1 la largely dependant upon ills own part
icular genius for moralizing and upon the mastery and use of the rhetorical
training that h© received.

An ancient vita1 tells us that ha practised de

clamation until almost the middle of his life nmor© for the sake of amuse
ment than for academic or forensic use**2 In order, thorefore, to appreciate
fully the style of Juvenal, and more specifically his stylistic use of pro
per names, the historical background for his writing and the educational
system of his day must bo reviewed briefly#
the political conditions of the early fkaaan aspire precluded that pur
suit of eminence In statecraft, oratory, or the army common In Republican
•

times, since free expression was no longer possible, and the glory attached
to military victories was restricted to the emperors,

Diverted from their

natural paths to distinction, many of the educated class turned to litera
ture as an outlet for their energies# Yet, even under Augustue, freedom of
thou$it in literary production wo© not entirely possible,

thus the history

of his own times by Titus tablenus, an opponent of the new order, was concondemned to be burnt because it was hostile, in places, to the imperial
3
government,
buried alive.

The author chose not to survive hi© work and had himself
Cretautus Codrue, eleven years after the death of Augustus,

starved himself to death, anticipating his condemnation#4
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1# E.l# Wilson, D, Junt Juvenalis *?aturar*SB Librl Y, Xntrod* ¥211 - IX
8 , J# sight Duff, A literary History of Homo in the silver Age, 601.
3. tudwtg Friedlaiidor, Homan Life and Manner© Under the Farly ?Mpire (traoe*
J#ff. Frees© and X*« A* Magnu©}, XII. 28*
4. Ibid., 28*

£2

he had maintained that Bratus end Cassius were the last of the Homans*
The works of Codrus, too, were burnt,
stood.

f&mx tragedy could be misunder

The noble-born author of the Atreue. the last of the Soaurus

family,

incurred death, because the line, fTh® folly of kings oust be

patiently endured,* was deemed offensive to the reif^i of Tiberius.

At

such a time then, whan even the beast-fables of Bsaedrus were branded as
libellous, literature seamed to be a deageraua m m of expression.

In

deed, the outlook for literary men must have boon a bleak one under the
espionage permitted by Tiberius in his later days; under th© ever dan
gerous Caligula; under the freedmtm of Claudius; and under the Jealousy of
Hero. Still it was possible to write, if only the subjects were beyond
the suspicion of offering offense to those in positions of authority; or,
as in the case of Hero, beyond the possibility of stimulating literary
Jealousy.

For this reason, and because the Augustan age bad brought

about the perfecting of a pootic language,

7

it tma poetry that was pro

duced in quantity rather than prose, in the early aspire.

The influence

of Vergil supplied a great Impetus to the writing of epic poetry end to
the production of other poetic types.

*ven poetic lampooning was not im

possible, for Marti 1 was ta£m as long as ho assailed only those who rould
do him no ham*

This was also true of the satires of Persius and Juvenal,

A greater freedom of thought, however, did not arrive intll the accession
I
0
of Hervft in A.0.
At that time critical history c«aid be written is

5, Ibid., £8.
Friedlander, oo, oit., Ill* 88.
?, Ibid., Ill, 26f.
8 . Duff, op. cit*, 568*

3

safety.

1b sum up, th© political conditions of th© principate mad© impossible,
in th© main, th© exercise of oratory and participation in political life.
For these it substituted literary production and the practise of declamation*
Even such occupations were limited by the imposition of severe penalties
for criticism of political conditions*

In short, prose, especially history,

gave way to poetry, and the popularity of Vergil and Horace in the schools
supplied the inspiration for producing poetry in imitation of these poets.
Thus, by political conditions, Juvenal was allowed to criticize only three
classes of people, viz* persons Who were dead, persons judicially condemnQ
ed and persons of humble rank.
The influence of Vergil upon Juvenal, since
it is largely metrical and shown particularly in th© choice of words, does
not concern us. Horace, on the other hand, furnished themes and types of
stock characters to Juvenal, and exerted upon th© later satirist a conoiderable influence.

10

The most important influence upon both Juvenal and that period of Latin
literature which we call the Silver Aje, was the prevalent rhetorical ©du
cation.

ll

Political conditions of th« time restricted the scope of literature;

but it was the training supplied by the rhetorical schools which gave to
Silver Latinity its characteristic qualities and style.

By the time of

IE
Quintilian there were three definite stages of the educative process*
These were the .elementary stage, where Instruction was entrusted to a
litterator. the secondary stag© wherethe pupil was taught by a gragraattcus.
and the third stage, where the rhetor endeavored to^upply the finishing i_

9. FriCdlander, op. cit*, IV* 319*
10* Qjf* Wilson, op* cit., Intr, XXV, footnote 1, where direct influences
of Horace upon Juvenal are listed.
11. Duff, op. cit., 23*
iX .Xbid, Xj"

4

1«X
touches to the educational process;
The work of the lltterator was con
cerned with the teaching of reading* and with an introduction to the poets,
Only a trifling knowledge of music and geometry was thought desirable,*4
la connection with th© study of literature children m m given instruction
also in geography, astronomy, philosophy, the history of literature, and
15
history proper, of which legend and mythology constituted parts,
These
studies were regarded as essential to the understanding and appreciation
of the authors read.

At the same time children were expected to profit

from the doctrines of morality enunciated by the several authors read,
IS
Friedlander
thinks it likely that maxims were collected from the poets
and adapted for school use. Fables, too, were used in early instruction,
1?
Quintilian
preferred Greek authors for early instruction, and insisted
on the selection of good authors for elementary education.

From such an

elementary school th© student usually passed at about twelve or thirteen
to the care of the grasnmaticus.
The main objective of the grasmaticus was to give the pupil a thorough
acquaintance with standard Greek and Latin literature.

Here the pupil was

18
trained in the correct usage of language, and the appreciation of poetry.
In connection with the study of language, syntax, spelling, accidence,
and pronunciation.Vi©** fitudidd.
a knowledge of Greek and Latin literature.

Of literature meant more than
It aimed at the complete un~

15. The study of philosophy, especially when pursued abroad by Homans is
here, following Luff, op. cit., 30, regarded as "post-nraduate".
14. Friedlander, op. cit., III. 3.
15. Ibid., nil. 3.
16. Ibid., :ill.;3. Cf. also, Luff, op., eft.., 27.
17. Duff, op. cit., 27.
18. Ibid., 28.

0

derstnndlng of th® author* and theroforo demanded a k a m X ^ m o f music,
19
astronomy, physics, arid philosophy.
f~ti® author® studied were usually
poets* prolonged acquaintance with when colored the cultured diction of
th® Empire with a poetic hue*

It was customary to start in Creek with

Boaer* end continue with Hesiod and Menander, ffc© Creek lyric poet© were
20
exoerpted
m that ©rotlciaa might not offend th® squeamish* ^h® father
of the poet Statius conducted a school ehero fhooerltua, Pindar, Ibyeus,
AIothHi stssichorus, toppho, Cortroie, Galllrn ichus, Lycophros, and Sophron

m m studied In ..edition to Rosier* In Latin, even in Horace*© time, And*®aicus* translation of the Odyssey was found In th© school s, and th© erics
of Haevlus and Smius were taught alongaide of the dramatists lautus,
pi
Terence, Caeeilius, Pacuwlus, Aocius and Afraniuo*
In the Aspire, Vergil,
introduced into the curriculum by Caeolliua Epirota, became th® first Latin
author put in the hands of the young, and his poems rpeudily served as th®
foundation of the Latin course# Horace, too, became a favorite, and w* s
exceeded in popularity by Vergil alone. A later passion for novelty added
to a boredom with the archaic posts studied, helped to Introduce modem
pp
poets into the curriculum.
Thus, Lucan, rtatius, and even Hero were in
troduced*

Lucan's epic seams to have been introduced very shortly after

publication since, during th® reign of Vespasian, poetical ornament was
25
required of th© orator* from the sanctuary of Vergil, Horace and Lucan*
Later a reversion to the archaic restored m a y of the old poet® Who served

19. Duff, op, Cit., £8 .
£0* Friedlander, op# cit*, 111* 5# 'Duff, op* cit*, 29*
SI* Duff, op. cit*, 30.
£2*. Frledliutdar (op. olt»,v III.' 3-9} discusses th© change in literary taste
during the early Hapir©.
23* Friedlander, op. Pit., III. 4#

6

as a protest against the degeneracy of the modem taste*

In further

ance of this idea an effort was made to include orators such as the
Gracchi, and the poets Heeviue, Ennius, Plautus, Aeeius, Pacuvius and.
lucilius in the secondary curriculum#

The influence of Hadrian, who

1
24
preferred Cato to Cicero, and Ennius to Vergil,
later insured the
popularity of the old writers.
In addition to such reading matter composition was stressed.

Th©

retelling of Aesop’s fables orally or in written form, character sketches,
brief stories of a poetic type, extracts of ethical importance, training
in moral maxims occupied much time. Th© youthful student was also trainin
25
edAreading well, free from sing-song and localisms.
The subject matter,
as mentioned before, was explained elaborately, and literary criticism
applied to the authors studied.
The usual age of departure from such "grammar" schools, and entrance
into the schools of rhetoric was sixteen.

If the emphasis In the second

ary schools was put upon th© understanding and appreciation of literature,
with the greatest emphasis upon poetry, the schools of rhetoric may be
said to have stressed the prose content.
were largely the same at both levels,

Otherwise, th® authors studied

The chief difference in th© use of

such authors by each school lay in the approach,

Th© grammatlcus aimed

to teach literature, and the rhetor strove to teach rhetorical effect.
The rhetorical schools constituted the necessary prerequisite for the
vocations of public life, and the cultured standard of the day was set
by the training provided in such.schools. Moreover, th© study of rhetoric
Itself was closely ,connected with Greek methods from th© second century B.C.

24, friedlander, op. cit., Ill, 6 .
2$* .Duff, op. cit., 29.

Th© befit features of the Greek system ware adopted by the ftaosneu About
the year 8& B.C. composltlone deol&iaad on purely i^gltisry themes were
Introduced, and become an integral port of the educative process,

rhence-

forth th© rhetorical exercise of &©eiuislt2g on an invented subject, as
23
an academic exorcise cane to be known by the ter:: ^eelneietlo.
time declamation cmm to be the supreme exercise in rhetoric.

In due

But, be

fore declamation was nmctlsed, preliminary exercises of a prescribed
cast had to be practised by th© pupil.
narratives

These exercise© dealt with brief

(of a less poetic nature than those performed in the ngrm*~

marn school:;}, investigation of questions of history, panegyric, invective,
th® ©xaminatlon of good and bad laws, character rtudl.es, ©oral studies,
questlone of a general type for debate,2® m d Question: jQVolvtag reasons
29
for particular facts.

Lectures were given on the stylo of meters of

oratory and history, and Cicero and Livy m m studied m d imitated.
The most advanced exercl©e^>£ this type of school were th© gucsoria
and the controveraia; the former preparing for orator? of a deliberative
•Sft
nature and th© latter, for the law courts,
:’arr/ mibjectc of such ©*•
SI
erciseo have cosie dorm to the present tizse*
The m nm rim required that
the pupil identify himself with a character in history or legend,

tilths

subjects were chosen such a©, "Alexander deliberating whether ha shall crors
th© ocoany 'VlgaiscEson deliberating, concerning th© sacrifice of Xphige&elft,”

26*
27*
28*
23*
SO*
51*

Puff, op* cit*, 29*
Ibid., 3X£*
f o r example© Cf, Buff, op, cit., 31.
Ibid., Slf*
Ibid., 38* footnote 2*
Oevsn fjasoria^ flve books of cgntrovaralae, m d ©xeerptts from five
lost bS^fiTMV© co m down tsxm tno writings or f.'eneca the elder*
Quintilian and Suetonius, too, cit© typical theme*;; Cf. Buff, op* cit.,
3B|, Friedlander, op* cit*, III* 13f*

8

^Oicero deliberating about the homing of hi© books to secure safety fro©
Anthony•* At other times the method was m address giving advice to a
character of history or legend, as for instance, the counsel which ^xvsral
remember© giving Sulla,

or the advice v?hich he gives to Hannibal.

<3Sl0

aaitsorta demanded an historical background, psychological insight, dramatic
S4
power, and the r.lft of imagination*
SSi* controvereift. was a type of legal question designed to give the
students practice in arguing caeca before a lew court* the atmosphere
about th© delivery of such exercises was purposely imitative of a real
law court, and students in the role of defense lawyers

and prosecution

attorney© would arguo back and forth. Faastlasa a student would arfu© on
one side of a ease, then turn about and argue on the other.
of this type of exercise may well be cited.

An example

Certain youths have, for the

sake of speculation, purchased in advance the cast of saa© fishermen.
Xh© net brings up a treasure.

Tho question is concerned with whether or

not the youths are entitled to the treasure, or only the fish*
were also a

Tyrants

favorite subject of «uoh controverslae. ae were the depreda

tions of pirates.

Xfco g&lgbt of the impoverished nobility forced to © a m

their living ae gladiators, maidens of noble birth

sold a© •prostitutes,

the plagao, adultery, torture and nurder warn ©took themes of the contro56
versiae.
,

as.
35.
54.
53*
56*

of. Juv. i. xe-17
Of. Juv. 7. 158-164* 10, 166-167
Duff, Op. Cit., 35*
Ibid#, S»s—34
ifrie.llumler, op. cit., 111. 16.

.Tuvenal m s a pv oduot of this system of education*
much that was later to influence his satires.

From it ha secured

She typical rhetorical de

vices characterising Jtwanal’o style are of no concern in this r,tudy»

te

have, however, reviewed at length the devices of the schools in order to
show how front bin earliest; days th® pupil obtained a gsnerous fund of hist- ■
orical, (^graphical, mythological, mud literary allusions.
of history, nythology6 literature passed before his eyas*

Th® characters

He learned to

watch for roitil traits, to analyze the fine and vicious Qualities o f an
age.

He defended noble actions and attack®;) the evil deeds of tyrant, crim

inal, and social pervert.
Juvenal tlma had at hand n stock of characters temn to everyone and
atanding ;.y tx^aditlonai usage for certain deed® and certain qualities.
V .

These constitute rendy material to arouse quickly an Idea or conception,
to Illustrate a statement, to point a moral lesson or lead eoacretonsas
to mi attack he used.
■ frcn his training Juvenal obtained a generous fund of historical,
guor*rr^pMcalt mythological and literary allusions*' He us&d Such allusions
extensively, aa will b© dasxmstr. ted in tLo following chapters.

The very

themes of so m of Juvenalva oatires approach th® ©ubjaets'of the typical
fa*?

theses argued in the rhetorical schools,

leased, it isay well be said

that Urn subjects of Juvenal*a satires arm the various vices affecting the
people* The mease of persons introduced are really concrete

of

37.0 Of. 0, Middleton and T*R* «U21st Student’s Companion to Latin Authors,
320, who claim that the fifth satire of Juvenal has for its* subject
the rhetorical thesis, n!a th© position of a client worth having?"1
Gimi larly, satires 8,10, and 14 ore really theses or pvoblmm of a
gbnerel character worked out in the rwuxner of the rhetorical schools.

10
the working ana extent of the ▼ices.

$h#r»fdxef the naaea used to 11~

lustrats particular rices, and to add weight to a certain context often
constitute minor themes, because they suggest themes apart from the im»
mediate context, hut which are often laajor thmms in other satires#

11

Chapter I
The Proper Kernes of .'fetlrea 4 «nd 5
In the present chapter the proper nase^ of th© fourth and fifth satires
will be examined as illustrations of their significance as Elinor theses.
This examination is intended to desxmstrate both the rumbtjr of ctoaes used,
end the variety of minor themes suggested by the use of ouoh nsraes*
The fourth s tiro is a thrust at degeneracy in hi$2 places*

It 1©

aimed at the ©©peror Boaltian and the degenerate senate so anxious to truck
le to him*

Th© astir© itself is composed of two loosely joined parts*

0OLLIGE OF WILLIAM & MAB7

The first of these {vs* 1-2?) la an attack upon the Egyptian upstart Crispimts for the extravagant ©urn paid fOT a mullet,

tlia second and isain part

of th® satire -<V8.* 37-lb4) is ooncemed with th© assembly and deliberations
of the senate to determine what is to be don© with a huge fish caught in
th© Adriatic and presented to the ^peror#

Many names occur* Tlioy may

be classified by main division© and subdivision© according to th© specific
characteristic© of contemporary life which they recall*
The first of these is fiaaorality* m

exersples of sexual immorality

Jovwoal presents first historical characters* such, for instance* as Crispinus, an Egyptian upstart who rose to **©&Xih and power*
•iaoce ltarum crisplnus —
—
utmatnm null® virt ute reteqptu®
a vitiic, <egra© aolaqpe Xibidi m forte©
deliciae; viduas ta&tun apesnatur adulter***
£4, 1-4:
la the same way rubrics ( 4* 10b) exemplifies th© prevalence of sexual im
morality m m m those) of high station*2"
ft

1 * tllsem, op, clt,, xDlSl9tes* footnote 2,reportr th© suggestion of a gloss
that this ^ubriua had an intrigue, perhaps with the wife of Ocsr.itIan*

12

"nec melior vultu quamvis ignobllis ibat
Rubrics, offensae veteris reus atque tacendae,
at tamen inprobior saturam scribente cinaedo."
(4.104-106)
Another phase of Immoral ity is th© weakening of th© moral strain.
In the senate, especially, did the moral fiber of those in high places
weaken.

Servility and base flattery are exemplified here.

As an exam

ple an historical character is again presented in the person of the same
Crispinus who has just been mentioned.
"nam quod turpe bonis Titio Seioque deeebat
Crispinum. quid agas, cum dire et foedior Omni
crimine persona est?n
(4. 13-15}
Servility to the imperial will is scorned by the satirist;
ility in leading figures is even more to be condemned.

Such serv-

2
Pegasus, a famous

jurisconsult and later governor of several provinces, exemplifies such
servility.
n— —
primus clamant© Liburno
♦currite, iam sedit rapta properabat abolla
Pegasus, attonitae positus modo villcus urbi.'
(4,75-77)
Another such as Pegasus was Crispus, also an historical character, hav*
ing been a consul under Nero, and in favor with both Vespasian and Domitian.

”venlt et Crispi iucunda senectus,
cuius er nt mores quails faeundia, mite
2. tilson, op. cit., Notes 49-50.

IS

ingenium* maria ao terras papulosqu© reganti
quis corner utllior, si clad® et paste sub ilia
suevitiass damimr© ©t honestu® adfcrre llcorot
consilium? seA quid violentins aure tyranni,
ciaa quo do pluviis aut aestlbus m% nimboso
vere locuturi fatu® pendebat amici?
ills igittir nonqMsn derexit bxacohia contra
torrentea, nee civla erat qui libera posset
verba animi proferrw ®t vitora inpendors vero*"
(4* 81*91)
Another metaber of this servile senate was Aciliue, identifiable only as
the father of a consul who was put to death by Poaitlan*
"pnoxiimia eiusdsm properabat Acilius asvi
cum iuven© indigno quc© raora tarn m m a maneret
et dominl gladiia tern festinata; m d oil®
prodigio par eat In nobilitats senectus,*.
unde fit ut malin fratereulus esse gig&ntia***
(4, 94*98)
Personal indulgence is portrayed in the persons of Mdntanus, who was a
frequenter of Hero*a luxurious court, and of Grispinus*
"Kontani quoque venter adeat nbdoain® tardus,"
(4*10?)
and
”©t m t u t i m sudans Crispinus m o m
quantum vix redolent duo funera,*
Ct.ioef.)
Th# well sheltered military man 1© present in th*. person of fuaeus, who was
praefectus praetorlo under Docsiitian*
”et qui vulturibus serv?ibot viscera Bad®
Fuseus tm m orm nedlt&tus proelia villa,"
(4*lllf*)

14

Next* there is presented the person careful to give m offense*
He is exemplified in tho person of Veleoto, «ho iafc praetor, and consul
three times under Hero.
,5©t cum nortifero prudons Veiento Catullo,"
(4*113)
The flatterer and informer appears in the person of blind Catullus, who

m® consul under Steitian*
"et cum raortifero pnt&cm# Veiento Catullo,
qui sumquam visas flagrabat ansore puellae,
grande et conspicxitrs nostro quoque toapore c&nstrum,
csecus adulator dirusqua a ponte aatelles,
digmiB Ariclnos qui mendicaret ad axes '
blcndaque devexae iaetaret basis raedao.
nemo txagls rhombuni atupuit; natn piurlraa dixit
in Xmomm converses, at till dextra iacebat
belua*n
(4.U3-121)

5
Teieato ifc nmtio&ed tw ic e as a flatterer In speaking of the fish*
"non eadlt Veiecto, sad ut fanatiou® ©estro
percusnua, Ballons, tuo divinat at ’ingens
©men 3xabi-a9 intuit #ssa0 ii clariqtie triumph! •*

and
noc tlefuit ususa
‘Fabrieio, patriam ut rhcxabl axesmvet et asmos**

3* bilaon note® that A* Didiua Callus Fabricius velento (Of* reaaau, Inaor*
Select. 1, 1010) was praetor, and consul throe tinea under Hero, and
lived me. late as the reign of Tlerta* Of* Wilson, op* cit*, ’'©tea 52.
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Uoatazmft,'

aaatioaed again as the flatterer, who, by the experience

gained in th® luxury of Hbro'e court, m i t e s -the probles of' oreparing the
fish*

mm»m«»■»»■
—A^b&%.t Sb UlO
dod- cus hoe* ?*sntanua alt; #testa alta -parotur,
quae tenui m m spatlosun colllgat orbem.
debater laagBtts rutinae subitusqo© Prassetheus.
orgillaa atque m t m cities properate, sm\ ex hoc
taaBpora t o ?,Caesar, figuli tua oastra ®oqua?lbor*f
vicit dlgoa viro sentcntia. novarat ilia
luxuries inperii veteran noetosQue ftaronio
lam raedlss alia^quo farm, cub p a l m Fale?n©
arderet*"

{4*IS0~X39}
A delator and flatterer, otherwise unknown, is p&Bpeius, who is also
mentioned as a senator present at the deliberations*
s&evior illo {l*e* Crispiaus)
Forapeius tenui fugaios sperir© susurro,
14*1000
in th® dicrcdcr^

*hieefia3t fcaa offered a jwnostBft of

inaoralitv as ft existed in the' Srsperlel circle*
of* persons exemplifying luxurious living*

*# now, turn tc types

fitm first of such persons

is Aplcius, & wealthy per on of the tines of /uguatus end Tiberius, whose

m m was proverbial for ^mmptdising*
soolta videmui
quae csiscr et frugi non Tmt*~
14* esf>
* * — » ~ » n ai. « > » « ir« » u » « » iiig n i» » «■»■ ».«*<» » «»>« « ««»<s > '« a « » >

* *

—

Itoltleft, too, ref#h?ed to as Caesar is mentioned as having fish ^reserves*
— -‘dispersi protinua algae
inqnici.tores agerent. cub ramie® nudo
■non dubltaturl fugitivua dlcere plscecs
dopastuiaque dlu 'vivaria Caeaaris, in&e

2.6

alapstua veteresa ad dcmtwm debero revert!."
(4# 48-52}

M m tm m previously ©at as a flatterer is mentioned as one whose selfindulgence has mile its ©ark on his physical appearance*
"Hoaiani quoque venter adest abdostlno tardus,*1
(4* 107}
He had been trained lu the luxury o f Horofs table, itself proverbial*
«•«•>«»••«M*»^Qbs2t ab tllo
de&ecue hoc* 5!oniaims ait— — — *—
novcrat ills
Xuamriam Inperii votoren noctosmio ?'eronis.rt
(4* 130-137}
Veiento appears as a connoisseur of fish.
— hoc defuit unun
Fabrieio, patriot ut rfcombi ©asoraret et q &b o s *"
(4* 128f.}
The above names arc those of persons notorious as exponents of
luxury.

Geographical names as well recall thm luxury of Roman diet*

Th© places tshere edibles and potables were sought for the wealthy are
mentioned eo often that they constitute in themselves a minor theme*
Such, for example, is th© Adriatic sea with its reputation for fine fish.^
’Aaei&lt --Adriaei spatitm adsair&bil© rhombi
ant© doima© Veneris, qunm Dorics sustinet Ancon,**
(4* 39f*}

4* Th© fisherman himself omm from the district of Picenum; Of* 4* 65-69,
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Tracing the Journey of the rhombus, two sore places are mentioned, the

mm o f Aaov, and the Black Sea, where such delicacies might he found*
w..,»>» n©o enim Minor ha©s©rat 1111s
<3U©a operit glaeiea IteeoUca ruptaqpe tesxdao
solibus ©ffuadit torrentis ad ostia Pont!
desldla tardos et longo frigor© plagues**
(4* 41* 441
Wine from Tnlevnvm was famous, and Is here mentioned as the drink of
Hero*s revelling gueste.

111©
luxnriaa inperii veteresa noctesque Koronis
ia» media® alimqu© f m m , c m pulao Falerao
ardoret*"
|4* 136-139J
Certain places were known for the excellence of their oysters*

Juvenal

mentions three such places; Clrceii, on the coast of Labium; the lacus
Lucrimus near Balae on the Bay of apples; and Kutupise, now Blchborou#i,
on the Houtheast coast of England*
— xmlli raaior fult usus edendl
teeipeatate mea; Clrceis nata forent an
Lucrinu® ad saxua Hutupinov© edits fund©
ostrea callehat p r im deprender© morsu,
©t easel aspecti litus dlcebat echini***
(4* 139*143}
A characteristic of luxury-loving people la the cooperatively ex*
travagant sums they expend for their delicacies*

the satirist inveighs

against such people, two of whom are mentioned is this satire* Crisp
ins* was the Egyptian upstart whose extravagant purchases were made under
Domitian, and Apielus was a man of great wealth and greater prodigality
under hoth Augustus and Tiberius*
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■»—Hfjtljt.M TlflSSUS
qua© miser et tsm gt son fecit Apieius* hoc tu
.auccinetns patrln quondam* Crispin©* panyzo?**
(4* 82-24)
The number of slaves owned. often served as m

index of a persaE*®

wealth* and m s a concrete sign of the material luxury in which he lived*
fhe fourth satire has only one example of such a criterion* Here. Llbtrmus
refers to a tiburaian slave who is used as a prasco.
**»»»■»■»■«»««—.
■>»»prli3us clamant© Ltbnrno
♦currite, lam ©edit* rapta properabat a'olla
Pegasus,”
C4* 75-??)
As a contrast to the vices of the age* Juvenal cites examples of
ancient Honan virtue^*

Ancient Homans are mentioned and praised as foils

to the modems whose vices announce the degradation of the city* Sometimes* however* Juvenal coissend© Homans of a later day*
to them the virtue© of earlier Home*

nd attributes

One historical example is presented

by Juvenal in the fourth satire; that of L* Junius Brutu®, the patriot
who pretended madness in order to free Home from Tarquinius Superbus,
— quis priscusa illul airatur acumen,
Brute* tuuai? facile ©st b? rbeto inponer# regi,"
(4* lG2f*S
foreigners In Hem® constitute another type of minor theme* 7b
Juvenal the destruction of Homan virtue ms, due in a great measure to
the increased ismigratlon*

Foreigners fro® many parts of the Roman em

pire were setting up their own religious cults* spreading their lax and
cynical attitude towards life and morals*, and* thus undermining Homan virtue.
An example of such a foreigner in found in th© fourth satire* the Egyp-
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tiaa upstart Grlspimis*

succinctus patria

hoc tu
Crispin©, papyro?"
(4# 23*.)

Concrete evidence of a wooful change in public U f a m s close at
hand for Juvenal,

Ttm increase in tyranny* the ©any victims of such

tyranny, and the rise and prevalence of infomcrs clearly indicated the
©buses of power, and the disintegration of governmental institutions*
An historical example of a tyrant is presented in the person of Doraitian,
whom Juvenal calls a bald Hero*

nmm im semianimu© lacsmret Flavius orbe©
ultimus ©t calvo eerriret Hooa

DomitianA again mentioned In the advice given to the tyrant by Montanus
as on# capable if enjoying the ©oat petty adulation*

tempore is©* Caesar, figuli tua eastra soquantur**”
(4* 154f;}
An historical example of victims of such tyranny is presented In the

m m of the Lamias* an old plebeian family of tho Aelian gens*
nocult Lamlaruii caede P e A m timn
( 4 * im

Mi historical &xmpl@B o f m Informer is presented in the person of
Palfurius* who had been.'removed from the senate by Vespasian*

80

*si quid PaXfurio, si eredimus Ass&llato,
quidquid conspieuum pulehrusqu© eat oequore foto,
res ficci est, uMcu&nu© mtat.n
(4, 53-55)
Catullus, mentioned as an example of the weakening of the moral strain
was also noted as an infers©?*
” et cna caortifero pradens Vfelenia Catullo,
qui nmaqpas vise© flagratoat saore paella©,
grande et conspicutsa nostro quoquo tempore aonstrum,
caecus adulator dirusqtie a ponte eatelleo,"
U * 53-55)
Another such informer v&o i@ aleo otherwise unknown is represented by
BoiHpeiue*
—8a©Ti0r illO
Bosipeius tenui lugulos aperire euaurro,"
(4* 103f*)
A great many proper name without significance as mor^l

theme®

are used as allusions in the manner of the rhetorical schools*

Some,

too* ere used as illustrative examples*. Shoy mrwp as incidental adorn
ment and to retain iat rest.
group according to source.

Shey are best classified into a miscellaneous

An important group ere the geographical names.

Apulia* which alludes to the cheapness of land in Apulia*
^■****ii**»m
*mm
m
mw»——————prilViO.C1© liSB^i
veiadit agros* ®ed aalorca Apulia venAlt."
(4. SSf.)
lie founding of the tof» of Ancona by Greek© fr«a Gyraenaa oa» B.C. 390
is recalled.
”Incidit Adriaci spatlua adalrabil© rbombl
ante domum Veneris, qua® Dorics austlnet Ancon,"
(4. 39f.)

£1

Bfioidia provided bears for tbs venatlones held by Dossitian at his Alban
villa#

*peofuit ergo nihil m%mm9 quod eoeaa&ima ursoa
flgsbat lluaidas Album auto harem
vaa&tor#"
(4# 99*1OX)
Another such geographical reference la to the bridge in the town of
Arieia*5 on the via Appia in Latitsa. the heavy traffic, lowing up
on bridges and hills offered the bagg rs there good opportunities for
their work*
*dXcmie Arlcicos qui oondiearet ad axes
blandaque devatne iactaret (i.e. Catullus) basia reedae."
(4* Xl?f.)
Cilicia appears a® the native country of the gladiator praised by
Catullus*'
pugnas Cilicia laudabat et ictus*
Mb m )
Alba honga,

thou^a d -otroyed at a very early date m s supposed to have

a fire burning, though considered of loss importance than that of Vesta
in flam*
et Vm tm . colit M b s oinorcsa,'
(4* 61)
5* fiilson, op. cit., Botes 62.
6# Ibid., Botecr 49, * ‘

Senators m&m oftm wmmxm& to Bo&itlaxi'e Alban villa where the eapenor
spent a groat deal of ttm *

*£h® Alban villa is sHmtioned twice.

"fcrofnit m?m nihil ulmuot quod eoosiim^ nrios
fIgehat ?!mX3a® Albana mdu& hsrena
v«G&tor«*
(4# 99*101) ■

wcurgiiur et rdec© procures exiro luh«mtur
consilio, quos Mltmmm dux uwgnoe in areas
txaxerat4'
(4* 144*146)
7
Soonies of Bojso are frequently mentioned by Juvenal. \*.scus saw service
against the Daclane la A*C« 86*

Shreo years before thio Deo&tiaa bad

conducted a'cattpalgn against the Chettl, e K-Tliko tribe of Germany.
Chare iu no record of a campaign under Iteltlan against the vtigadbrl,
another warlike tribe of Cerosny*
"et qul vulturibiia eervobat viaeora facia
Fuscus narraowsa mmlitatus proelia villa,n
(4s U l f s )
and
"sorgituv et misvo procores exire tabentnr
oonailiof quo0 Albanas dux tsiagmn; in ©rcen
trascerut attcmltos et festin&re coactos
tasques do Chatiis aliquid tonleque ryeambrls
atotuyus,"
{4* 144*146)
fb© Palatine hill et Peso with it© Palace is e l m presented aa a minor
a
thmm+ Boaltiaa spent such money on improving this palace*

?m V’lluon, op* cit., Bates 54
8* tfeoleane, op. cit*, 80*

B3

"qu&lla time ©pdas ipmm glutitv.e putonos
itult^peratorm, c m tot soatertio* yurtem
Gzi^xzm et -odioa, stjqptoBi do sardine'm m ®9
purpureas mgril ruetarit ocurra Paietl/'
(4, 80-31)

The

frequent

usago of t'xm is usually to designate the ^otaan people,
"euo i&ss scsilanieaia lacoraret Flavius orben
ultlrsue et oalvo eervirot & m k > ^erori*’*

(4, 37f)
Mythological vitf&smms are frequent
example is the invocation to Calliopet the

in 'ill© entire*

The first

uiso of epic poetry,

Huch

an invocation ie of ecnmsc,a part of the cc®Kcm stock of rhetorical

devices.
"lacipe, Calliope; licet et considoro,
centonduea* res vera agtiurr^".

son est

(4, 34f.)
i*ock-Leroic is the use of the mythological reference here presented in
the nasas Piaridce* as dorlegating the limes.

^wewwoiwtit muuni,»imm—■
*m
ui
w>
jPR<
t*€^ j|jpUOXJLfl@
ricride « profit n f M vos dixiss* pu.ellae.n
(4, m t . )
Display of rhetorical erudition is manifested in tho allusion to the
tcm^lo of v'emu? in Anoona*

"incldit Adriacl spetitm ateirabll® rhomb 1
ant a d e e m Veneris, quara Dorics eustinet Ancon/
C4 , 39f.)

At Alba Longa a fir a s.hicb isas' supposed to have bmun brought frcaa troy
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mm kept burning "though considered of less importance (ninorera) than
9
that of Vesta in fimm**
"utquo locus suherant, ufei quamquaia Sirota oorvat
%£xicn 'tfeolmmi ot. Ve^tsm eollt .Iba rjinorwn**’

cor.)
Bellona* not to b© confused with the war deity,

to the deity worship-

pod under,the ©cssso same whoa© cult was brought to Hoim B#0* 90# from Cappadocia.
"non ©slit
sad ut fanaiieas oontro
percuseus, Ballona, too divioat et 'ingen©
<msa baboo* inquit *mgni elariqu© triumph! *"
(4* 123-123)
Prometheus, too, is mentioned as a potter haring nm&e the first wm out
of clay.
"debotur

patina© subitusque Prometheus**
(4* 133)

Throe names, otherwise utteoms^sr© also used as minor theses*
fitlus and Geius arc typical for. ordinary people#

Thus

"They are probably of

literary invention#***

nmm quod turps bonia Title Beloque, decsbnt
CrlSplnun***
(4# X3£*}
la the saiBO way, .-rviragus is probably of literary invention, and exemp
lifies a typical British enemy*
*non ©edit Veisnto, esd ut fanaticue oestxo
percusses, Ballons, tuo divinat ©t 1ingeas
omea babes# Inquit
clarique trlumphl*
9* Wilson, op«clt»# tfbfes 69*

.
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m

rages aiiqtiara capiea,aut de toman© Brltasno
excidet ArvirBgus*"
(«• 189~1&?)
fhus, in the fourth satire, by introducing names of historical
characters, nones of places, nasaoa dram from mythology, and names in~
wanted for the specific purpose, Juvenal has brought vividly before his
reader a picture of aspects of wide flung iuterenta of hie day as he
centers them around a trivial incident in the life of the Imperial court*
the subject of the fifth satire Is the niggardly treatment of a
client by a patron*

11

She s y o te z wher by poor men wore willing to die*

pose of their independence for food aroused the contempt of the poet*
He invei^is against the client for enduring the cruel treatment, and
suggests the greater profit of honest toll* The catire Is mainly a
description of the meal to sMeh the client is bidden*

The contrast

between the food and drink served to the patron and his cronies, end
that served to the client

i© strongly dram*

She luxury and penury

of food is clearly presented, suggesting many minor themes*
the first of the vie©© attacked by the satirist is thl® em tire is
immorality*

m

of this vie© Juvenal presents two persons of

literary invention, Virro, a menu patron, a n 4 ^".eebiti©, his poor client*

ftm imbrality of these men lie© in the im m rtBm o they attach to
She azaount of isen-y pm n m m *
3tw**rd of polite society*
little
Trebius Is th© poor client getting/from his rich patron Virro* But,

wealth*

if Treble© were to acquire much mm&y$ he .ouia be rn honored guest of ITirro.
11* fhcleane, op* cit* 90f*# is of the opinion that th© word client docs
'not fit Trebitis and hi® kind; he aver® that the system of patronage-*
clientage died with the tembllc under which it flourished*

"quBdringgrta tibi si mis
sut Mn&lis dls
et *ialA©r fn tl® dtmarot fcaaruado, <fyantUQ,
tm nlhllo quantus flares V irm si® m tm m *
♦da ’ireMOj pen® ad ffreMtra*. vl'j, fmter, ab ipfiis
ilttme?* e nuoBl, robie hums p m a d a t hoooram,
V 3S © tie fr^tres*

(5, isn-xt;?)

fhe next trie© isllox^f «f.the table,

If %n

thxoa# re**

calling the mite® of foods $sfi ifaam* Pfcaa %h& &£«& momtmlm and
Yr;
bmkiH, earn expensive ^ines*
'♦era® bibet Alba&ie allquld dr rsontihus ant do
Setinic, culua p&triar: tltu&xmxue saoectua
delorit EMlta veteris fullgi^® tosto®,* {i.e* patron)
(&«3S-35)

Snow is imported trom fhrace and ueoS to cool boiled «sat®r* Hero 1®
X

credited aith the im m tio n of this process,

F*

The distance fra® #iieh

this ©now was brought code it a 3nxnr7*
wd atomshos dontinl ferret riauquc cltoque,
fri^dior Geti d s putltur. decocta prulnloi"
fS* 43f*)
OXlr© oil was another lumry of the

t ble* ^ a t frcsa Venafros, a town

is Saaoium,>*i£ hied# reg r.ied.
"ipse (i*o* patron) Venafrano piecett oori’utsdit;^
(s, m i
Fine fish, as has been seen torn satire ftmr, were also re@&f&ad. a»

IS*
13*

Fine wine© as a minor theme occur also in Horace*
but, IX* Bd6*
Wilson, op* dt*, Botes, bS*

K,c* rid. X* 9,7

Z9

luxuries*

r*'ha isullet #-■** a favorite delicacy, and hare «© find that

Corsica as vm ll m® fmironenitti* ©a the ©aet coast of ficily, wore,
ftema for then*
Callus orit Domini, quec sit©it Corsica vel quaja
^amttj^anitanae rupee, cpanao orme cersetua ©sfc
et las fiftfeeit n m tr m isare/4
{5* *&~<m
Th® fusean sea, too* was ransacked for such piscatorial delicacies*
patifSKts V: rrhenua creacer® j>isea&*,f
(5* 96)
14'
/•©other sea food that «as highly regarded wee the eel, which was often
kept in the vivaria*
ranean around

'Those ©a Virro’s table, eems from the Mediter

icily#

"Virrossi auraan© datur, <ptte ®a*im ver.it
i%vext® m »:«icuio;w
{§* 99f.)
truffles, a aitsfc'of the ntufhro'ei ftp©cles,vfsre coaei.lerad delicacio®*
Africa is hare e^id to

m m the beet truffle* to Bora©*

*© Libya dialu&ga boves, dun tutor® rattles**
(5*1X9)
la addition to ^©oensphicial places oeiaed for the luxuries which
they produced*

TTuvenei present a the picture of m. epicure in the parson

of ^irro, a name of literary invention, *ho, with his honored gueete,

14* Martial auntlone the eel® f r m Sicily. Cf* *011* 00*1
in ;ic'jlo grendis t*iureene profundo*"

"qua© natat

m

portttfctf., of the

ectoaasd ©a! m d excellent apples.

"Virroni .vuyaena d&tw, qua** raatxliaa renit
fiurglto da Picuio;M
(a* m * )
and
"Virro sibi et reliquls Virronllms ilia inhabit
p a m i%ar%t quorum solo pasearlts odore.,
H quails perpetuus itmeacua an&UHKftia b®babnt?
credere ouae possais mbraota aororlbua Afrlos*
IS* 14V15&I

Another epicure* Ailedlu.% otherwise unknown? lias a T’enohant for truffles*
*#iitei tmXm fjmmntvm* Alladlus Inqutt
*o t.ihyw, dirlunfle boves* dim tubera fniti&e**
(5, U B f J
luxury was standfastsA, too* In costly Wishes frosj places famed
for them*
Sa&mtun*

f^n exnanle op this is introduced by Xtnmml in tbs tm m of
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eartbfmnms fro© v&ich tows* was in Mf$\ repute*
"inter w s quoti.,.ns XitmtosunQue cohort
pa>ha Saeimtioit fervet comirsa lagoaa*"
(5, liSt*}

Bejewelled disk**, too* war© a mark of luxury, ant! the mean patron
Viraj ai:
3® from eacb &>hXat&*
4ps® capeces
Kelladum stnistas et Inaequale-- berullo
Vixro tenet phioles: n
(5. 3?~39)
and

IB* Cf. f4ayorfop, eit*f I# £€8; Cf* also

right, op* cit** 5?

**nm V irro , tit multi, %mm»
poeula tmnsfert
a tli^itis, iiuno in ra&lme teanto mMtmt
p o m m stlotypo iuv~r*is praelAius larbao,'*
(5# 45-45)
In addition to f$O0m$hieal name?-, and w*m* o f literary intention
luvsaal alu? introdncea, in connection with luxury, names craim tvo a
mythology*

An exomsle of this is the name 'tellades, vhioh lo an allusion

to the Heliade?., «hoso tears for the death of their brother Phaothon
ware hardened into igabsr.* Asfeer, considered a lumry* is designated
here*
***»«»*■**■*»*»■»»«»»«»—«■«»■*»»»«'»««»—iTjf-igi camcec
neliadum crus ns et inaecpjalus berullo
Virro tenet ohialaa:
(5* 37-flfc)
Another phase of luxury wae t:,e ownership of niawp*

ils has been

pointed cut in the analysis of entire four, the number and kind of sieves
e&ned nerved no nn

to the wealth of a pw&tm, nod Indicated the

smterial luxury in rhieh he lived*

Black slaver fro* Africa, denoted

by the terns' G&ett&tte and Ifeuruc nerved often nc rurmere and coachman*
they ware, however, Juvenal pointa out, good enough a&r acting as at~
tendcm&s upon the lowly client*
» » * « ( * « * . poculo cursor*
Gaetulne ‘
debit nut cirri smmis onttm *tert
at cut per median noils oeourrero hoc tan,
clivo«ae veherle dua war momm< nta Latimo:”
(b* se-8»)
and

16.* &acl*ene, or* cit.-, 36.
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50

cim its elt, tti OaettiXxm (tanymadan
ranMo©, cma cities/*
15* 59f*)
Bor eervlng himself, however, ®nd M r honored guests the .patron spent
a fortune for a h<mdso?n© lad from Asia*
wflos Asia© art© tpsma^ cretio (!«,©« rich patron) miose parattis
q w a fbit et "hlU oensua tmfynmxn #t /net
©t, n# te tenee®, Mmemmm a m i* m g m
frivols/1
(5* 56-591
Aa In satire* four, by contrast with the vtcrs ;f the age, Juvenal
cites examples of ancitmt zlomn virtues*

as an example of ancient gen

erosity, Juvenal introduces the nausea of three historical characters,^
tsfio, though not of snciont time, exemplify a virtue no longer existing*
These are C'aneca, Pise, end Cotta*
npsi (i.e. m m patm n) pauca velim, factloro ®i praebeat auren*
’nemo: potit, aodleis qua© raittehfintur «niei*
a /oneo©, quae Pieo bonus, qua© Cotta solob.nt
larglri; narnqne et tituli© et faoolbua oils*
amior tabebntur demand! gloria/’
(5* 107*1X1)
Another f o m of mmimnl virtu#,was moral ptirHy, which Juvenal illustrates
by the introduction of two historical characters, Tnrasea Pastus, and
M s son-in-law lielvidius risnua*

Both was*® rmtriots eisou^i to be of

Independent u m d in the senate under Hero*

Their hatred of the emperorfs

tyranny proapteu than to celebrate the birthday:' of the tyrannicides,
Brutus and Cassius*
"quale (1*©, vimaa) coronati Tbmsea llelvidiusque bibsbant
Brutorum et Caasi natnlibue, **
(5* S6ff*)
17* Useless©, op* cit*, 100*

si

StlXX another phase of ancient virtue was the hatred of tyranny,
To illustrate Hits Juvenal introduces three historical manes; those
of the Bmti, Marcus and ffeeius, and Cains Cassius, all ©f tfhom war©
lea&ara In the plot against Caesar,
"quale (i,e, vtnim) coronati Thrasea Holvidiueque hibehant
Brutorum et Cassi nataXibue,"
(a, m r j
The many names illustrating the Institution of patronege-clienbage
also constl^te a minor these,

To illustrate m imperial patron Juvenal

mentions u^ctus, called Caesar, itfho extended patronage to o few court
jdSv9F9#

16

"si potas ill© pati quae noc Ga&ooiitus iniques
Caesaris ad m m m nec vilis Cobba tuliseet,"
(5, 3f,}
Oeaaca, Piso, and Cotta, thou#i of a later day, exemplified generous
treatment of their clients*
"fnoB30 petit, modicls quae mitteb&ntur amlole
a &anecaf quae Pieo bonus, quae Cotta solebat
Xarglri; namqu© at tttulis et faecibuc oil®
m i o r habebatur dcnandi gloria*"
(5 , loa-iii)
By contrast with such w m m lm of generous patronage*.

a tu rn of

literary invention, exemplifies ammnuesa In the treatment of clients*

•quando propicst
Virro tibi etisitim tuis contacts labellia
poeula?"
(5* 127-189)
18* Wilson, op, cit*, Botes S3
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As Augustus proved to be a generous patron, so did his clients rain*
tain a modicum of self-respect.
'are given by Juvenal.

Two historical examples of suclrdients

Sarmentus and Oobba, esfio were jesters at the court

of Augustus*
"si potes ilia pati quae nec Samentus inlqucs
Caesaris ad meneas nee villa Gabba tulisset, *
(3. 3f.)
Another type of client, however, is portrayed by the name Trebles, which
is of literary invention*

This client suffers indignities at the hands

of a mean patron, yet is unable or unwilling to terminate the relation
ship*
n— --- — habet Trebius propter quod rumpere somnum
debeat et ligulas dimittere, sollicitus ue
tota salutatrix lam turba peregerit orbern, "
(5. 19-21}
A further indignity offerrsd the client by the mean patron is in his
19
being amused by the client's children. The client's wife,
Bycalo,
which is a name of literary invention, by her fecundity has thus afford
ed the patron contemptuous amusement*
?

"lucua&um et earum sterille facit uxor amicum.
sed tua nunc Mycalo parlat licet et pueros tres
in greffiium patria fundat samel, ipse loquaci
gaudebit nido, viridesa thoraca iubebit
adferri minimasque nuces assemque rogabum,
ad mensam quotions parasitus venerit infans.*
(5. 140-145}
A typical vice of Juvenal's day, legacy-hunting, constitutes another
minor theme.

As an example of a person whose wealth draws will hunters

19. Cf* Mayor, op* cit., I. 266; Cf. Wilson, op. cit., Kotos 63; Mayor's
suggestion i© here accepted.
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in the hope of a legacy, Juvenal mention® Aurelia* who la otherwise un
known.
"tantruit ergo focum provtncla, auaitur lllinc
quod e&ntutor coat Lamias,. Amelia veru!»t*ff
|S* 9?f.)
As in satire four mi additional minor these 1® ftoaed by the al
lusions to foreigners in Horn*

the first t^o of those ©aamplify the

contempt in which .AfrXosos* denoted by the atsce* Gnefulua, and- Motirus*
tore held*
pocula cursor
GaetuXus debit aut nigri menus ossea Mauri
at cut per aelio®! nolia occurrere noctera,
elivosee vchori© diss per m m m m t n latizmes”
(5. &M56)
wpd
n— H|uod cun ita sit, tu Caetuluia Q 9ix$vut&#a
renpico, cun cities* neocit tot aiXibus smplun
pauporiburs miseere puer;rt
(9*99*61)

Foreigners from the East, however, u-ero considered os clover as they were
unscrupulous. The beauty of noma slaves fron Asia ctrmandod h i # prices.
’’floe Asia® ante ipstua, prat to maiorc paratus
quests fuii ©t Tulli census pugmcis et Anei
et, m f© tenosai, Bonanorunt omnia regns.
frivols."
( 5. 56-53)
Hemes of poets, philosophers, artiste, orators, actors, titles of
literary works, and characters in literary works ore of frapent oc
currence in Juvenal*

Th© training of the schools made wall known the
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writers of Greece and Rome; thus the frequency of allusions to belleslettres becomes a type of vnim t tbaaa#

As an arable of this type

Juvenal Introduces the m m of m character appearing in the Asneld of
Vergil, larba, in preference to whom Wide chose Aenoas*
"nam Vim>, ut multi, gmmn ad pocula trmxDt&rt
a digitis, quae in vaginae froute
1
ponere selotypo luvenls praelatua Xafba#***
(5. 43-4®}
Aeneas, too, is mentioned, in Juvenal’s 'parody of Vergil A«n# IV* 328329 "ai quia slhl panroluG aula Isidarst

spoken by Dido.

lessen et demlni rex
si vie tu fieri, nullus tibi paf?olu& nula
luaerit Aensss nee fills Guidos ilio;w
(I * 139-139)
fhe frequent allusions to the degeneracy of governmental institutions,
a® has bees mentioned ir* connection with satire four, constitute a minor
theme*

Juvenal introduces, as an ©xnwple of this, two historical charac

ters in the persons of Thmmea and Helvidiue* whose Independence of mind,
left them both to death, the former under Hero in A*B* 66, and the latter
30
under Vespasian*
"quale Ci*«* vinuft) coronati Shrasea Halvidiuaqua blbebant
Brutorua; et Cseel 'n&ttslibue*"

(0* SB*.)
As wee the eaiie in satire four, *

many proper names constituting

m lm r thmms are bast classified in a slaedHaneone grouping according
to source* Thm frenzied dances of the Corybantes or priests of Cybole
20* Wright, op* cit*, 57*
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are recalled in connection with the results produced by the bad wine
given to the clients,
virnsB quod sueIda nolit
lana patis d© conviva Corybanta vidabis."
(5* adf.5
IhOJLlus and Aneua, things of early Home, are mentioned in connection
with their wedlth.23,
"flos Asia© ante ipsum, pretio maiore par&tus
qua® fuit et fulli census pugnacis et Ancin
(5. 56f*)
88
S3
^
*fhe nones of Mieipsa, and Boccar are introduced to designate the people
whoa they represented, Mieipsa v&a a king of Nuxnidia, ^nd the plural
use of the name denotes the Humidians or Africans in general,

Boccar

was a king of Mauretania, and the use of his name here designates a negro*
iiiud enlm vestris datur alveolis quod
canna lUcipsarum prora subvoxit acuta,
propter quod Romae cum Boccare nemo lavatur,"
(5, 88-90)

Ttm name of Claudius is introduced recalling the fact that he was given
poison, by Agrippina, concealed in & mushroom*
"vilibus ancipltes fungi ponentur amicis,
boletus domino, sod quales Claudius edit
ante ilium uxoris, post quern nihil amplius edit."
(5. 146-148)
Mythological allusions also belong to this miscellaneous group of minor

21* Cf* Wilson, op, cit*, $otes 58,
22* Cf* Mayor, op* cit., 1* 259.
23. Wilson, op, cit,, Hotes 60*
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themes*

An example la the name, Ganymede, referring to the beautiful

cup-bearer of the gods, and effectively joined to Gaetulum, denoting
the black dinner pressed into service as a uniter*
cun ita sit, tu Oaetulum
rcspice, cud sitlm*n
(5# 38-60?
Jupiter* too, Is introduced, denoting the sky

24

tt#scilicet hoo ruerat,-propter -uod s&epe relicts
coniuge per montem adveraua gelidemqu# cucurri
Ksqutllac, freaeret Baeva ctn gr-ndln* vernuo
limiter et sailto stilleirst paenula nimho***
5 m-w)

(.

The legend of the huge boar slain by Meleager in another example of
such a minor theas* ‘.bin allusion offers a comparison with the boar
served to the selfish patron#
”aRBerie ante ipsum magsi iecur, anao.ribus par
altills, et flavi dignus t ierro i-.-iulfcAgri
epumat ep©r*t?
(5# 114*1165
In the same way the story of Hercules Ts«ooes;ful encounter with Cacuo
is recalled as the uoet tauntc the servile client*
"duceris plsnto velufc ictus mb rercule Cacus
et ponera foriii, si •.,uld tmspt&vsrls uiquem
hiseer©, tamquam ha-ess tria
{5* 125-12?}
Another example of this type of minor those is afforded by the mention

84* Of. Horace, Od* I* 1*25

«mib Jove frigido*.

3?

of tb© excellent m p l m ¥&$<s& grow the ywu? around' 4$ t&el&ir&enf} of
Aletsous, the kin#? of tbs- ^hamcefms, anti the priced apples guarded fey
th© liesperides, which tipples H ^ u le i m s seat to steal.

The ancients

plac«3 tho gftrtaw of tha tteapm’idaa in Africa ,^S
"tfirro clfel at reliqule Ttrrontbns Ills iubebit
ponw dari, quorum solo pescaris odors,
quails perpetuus TQmsm&m auiwranutf ttabobet,
croderc quae poo^is suhrepta rororibue 4fria:tt
(5* 143-158}
Ae Is satire four, ~am, and Its topography offer illustrative minor
themee.

For the oak* of convenience th# word* ?ioma and Koesamis have been

included hers s# tmolassified,unless there la any special significance
attached to thedr usage*

An example of thin type of theme is offsrred

in the wor'i Latina, vfclch signifies the Via I<atina, leading from -one
«<■
'
through the hilly CeXivosse) district of VUeoulom*
j[|ji poeuls cursor
Gaelulus debit nut cigri menus oesen Uaurl
et cui m r medics^ noli© occurrer* roctan,
clivosee veheris du® per suonumenta Xatlnae:”
f5* 52-S5)
In the same way, mention of the -aquiline and Vimiital recalls to'mind
that these hills were covered with palaces mxd gardens of the rich*
Being in the northeast part of the city*, they mmm exposed to the cold*
"♦eeilicet hoc f m m t $ propter quod ssspo relicts
coniuge per mmte® adversu® gel iAntique cucurri
ggqulllae,*'
(5. 76-78}

25* Of* Maclean#, op* clt*t 105*
26* Of* ?ilsonf op* cit*, 22*

ention of the T ib e r recalls the fact that the fish caught there were
mean in eompari aon with the luxuries

m m distant seas* The fifth

served to the client, having ewura through the filth of the ©ewers,
had arrived at the vary heart of the city, the Subunu
f,vos (i.e. clients) anguilla manat Xongae cocn&ta colubrae,
aut glade e& pmmm asoulis Tiherlnua, et ipse
wernula rioaru®, pinguta torrents cloaca
et solito© mediae crypt*® venetrare Cuburae."
(8, 56-59)
.*ame and the Honan© are sent toned to designate the center of civil
ization*
"flos &ala© ante ipsum, protio malore paratus
qua® fuit et Tulli census pugnaciu et And
at, ne te tenean* 'lam m orm omnia ragtra
frivols,"
(5. 56-59)
and
enim ve trio datur ?lvoolis quod
csnna ’'icipaarua prora fmbvoxit Mcuta,
propter quod Pons® cum Boecar® nemo lovatur,"
(5* 88-90)
As in s'tire four certain geographical tm m v belong to this type
of minor theme.

An example of such is the mention of Beneventanus,

which refers to a cobbler, Vatinius, originally of Beneventua, who
obtained great influence at Hero's court.

A cup of four sprouts was

named after him, Calix fatinlus, from its reseafelanc® to his long

m m * 29

2ft* Wilson, op. cit., notes 58.

m

"tu (i.e. client) Beneventani autorls ttomsn habentaa
slccabie ealicem nmmmm quattuor «c lam
qummtvm. at rupto poacantcat nulpura vitro,”
{§. 46-48)
The mention of Charybdle la the same type of them®. The waters between
Italy and Gioily, whore the rooks 'cyHa and Oharybdia were, provided

desirable fish* To satisfy the demanrt the fishermen defied dharybdls,
the dread of sailors in mythology*
”cont«anunt rae&iaa temerarla llna dharybdim:”
(5* 1m )
In recalling m old Etruscan custom which had been transferred to Nome
another such theme is formed*

The holla mas worn by free-born Nomen

boys until the assumption of the toga virllis*

Hie wealthy wore bullae

of gold, while leather sufficed for *h children of the poor.
enim ten nodus, »t ilium
fci® fernt, ::truscuci puero b l contlgit aoim
vel nodus tantum et signup de paupere loro?”
(5. 163-165)
In introducing m allusion to astronomy soother minor theme of
this miscellaneous grouping Is formed,

the client was up and off to

hie patron’s abode while the stars were still out.

Hie use of astron

omy, exemplified in Bootes, the herdsman, is an example of the display
of erudition characteristic of Mlver tatlnity.

The influence was

brought about by the schools of rhetoric*
iiio tempore quo ee
frigida circumagunt pigri aerraca Bootae,”
{5, 28f,3
In the fifth satire, as in the fourth, through the introduction
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of names drawn t r m history, geography, anthology, and through the
us# of names of literary invention, Juvenal has presented vividly to
the reader a picture of the aide interests of hie day, as he centers
them around a banquet given by a patron*
'« have thus shown that In satires four and five many names have
been used to illustrate the main subject of each satire and to add
emphasis to the exposition of abstract subjects,

tucb m m m $ dram

from the realms of history, mythology, and geography recalled to the'
reader the special significance associated
•here fictitious names

1th the proper names*

ere needed to etamp a character not other

wise existent, Juvenal invented such nones, m< for instance, the patron
Vino, and the client Trebiua*

Finally, certain names are used, the

Identity of u-hioh is not known apart from the context with which they
are associated*
By such usage cany pictures,constituting minor themes, have been
drawn*

Immorality ie depicted in many phases, illustrated by sexual

vices, the weakening of the moral strain, the fatal striving for wealth,
and the degeneration of independence of mind*

Another Picture is sug

gested by the various phases of luxury described; food and drink, cost
ly dishes and goblets, and high priced slaves to act as serving boys*

In contrast with these pictures the portrait of ancient ftoaan. virtues
is presented, manifested by such qualities as generosity, moral purity,
and a deep hatred of tyranny*

Another minor theme la constituted-by

the views given of patimage-elientage, depicting the meanness of the
patron as well as the sordid servility of the client*

Slightly
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different from this picture is that of legacy hunting, which forms
another minor theme.

A very significant theme is offered in the pre

sentation of the picture of foreigners in Rome.

Frequent mention of

names associated with literature, art, philosophy,and drama, offering
a broad view of the intellectual world, forms another type of minor
theme.

The particularly dark picture drawn of the collapse of govern

mental institutions forms a frequently recurring minor theme.

Finally

many miscellaneous sketches and allusions not included in the above
for© minor themes of varied contents.
Of the above gallery of themes suggested by proper names, some
contribute directly to the main themes of satires four and five, and
others are entirely extraneous.

Contributory themes to the fourth

satire are those of luxury and the collapse of governmental institutions,
which show not only the extravagant luxuriousness of the emperor and
his councillors, but also the carping servility of the
imperial well.

senate to the

Themes extraneous to the main subject of the fourth

satire are those of immorality, ancient virtues, legacy hunting, foreig
ners in Rome, and those connected with literature, art, drama, and phil
osophy*

Of these themes, several later become the main themes of other

satires.
nine.

28
Immorality is the dominant theme
in satires two, six, and

The themes centering around literature, art, drama,and philosophy

received the full notice of the poet in satire seven, which anticipates
the dawn of better days for literature.
Themes contributory to the main subject of the fifth satire are
those of luxury and patronage-clientage. Extraneous themes are those

28. Cf, Duff, op, Cit., 609-612,

of A&elont virtue?.*, m ch m generosity and moral parityt legacy* hunt
ing, foreigners in Home, literature, art, dr«aa, m e philosophy, and of
the collapse of governmental institutions*

By this ex Mimilon of the proper m mm of satires four and fire*
used as minor themes, it ie evident that such themse give color to the
sain subjects of these satires, .and lead an effective emphasis to the
context of vhieh they are part*

It will he the purpose of subsequent

chapters to 11et the proper names occurring in the sixteen satires

tiiieh suggest such minor theses under proper classifications with
specific references*
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Chapter XX
Immorality

The age of Juvenal, if the satirist is to he beliyed,
attained the climax of corruption, and posterity would he
1
unahle to carry depravity any further* the ideal of Juvenal
lay in the past, in the days when Curlus, consul three times,
would* return home from the hills, to a simple meal served on

2
earthen ware,

Judged by this standard the moral level of

Juvenals Home was low indeed* The departure from the rigid
moral code of former times tosh many forms# The sacredness of
marriage vows was diminished; adultery and more vicious forms
^of faithlessness are copiously illustrated, not only among the
lower classes, hut even among the nobles, degenerate and con*
temptuous of convention#
X Sexual Immorality
1# Adultery
Historical: Aeeiud (6*70), a tragic act or; Archigenes
(6*236), a physician whose attendance for feigned illness pre
vents the entrance of a father, and allows the entrance of an
3
adulterer to the bedchamber of the daughter; Apple (6*386),
referring to the adultery of a feminine member of the Appius
family $ Augusta i*e. Messalina <6*lli, ?10*329-331, 333), the
wife of Claudius; Bathyllua (6*63), an actor; Catulla (10.322),
a poor woman given to adultery; Catullus (4*113), a profligate
informer; Claudius (6*115), the deceived husband of Messalina^
Cleopatra (2.109), known for her immorality; Clodius, (2*27),
known for his intrigue with

1. Juv* 1, 145 2* s. Bill, Roman Society from Nero to Marcus
Aurelius, 65* 3. Juv* 6, 235-241*

AA

Caesar** itf*} or1spines (4*1)f the Egyptian upstart
whose profligacy especially angered Juvenal; Ippia
(*.629 104) 9 the wife of & senator}

Sfcryalus (So61),

a gladiator* Fabulla (g«68)* a wall^taown adulteress}
01aphyrwa (0^?T) t a musician; Hlbsrlna (3.53)* an
adulteress, with many men; Julia (§*13) * the niece
of Domiiian* with whom he committed adultery} Lamia#
(i.885)* a noble family of Item#} haatulua (S.80) * a
deeelwed father} Oppto.(10.&SQ, BtS)t a rich'adulteress}
Paris (3*8?)# an actor} Pollio (6*38?)g a poet} Bubrius

(4 .103)8 a

degenerate senator* eonirtotey of a nameless

offenseI Sardanapallus <10«36a)* the last King of Syria,
giwen to luxury} Sergius (Serglolus) (6.105* 1X0) f the
gladiator} Servilia (10*319) § an adulteress using her
wealth to further her immorality} fuoola (8*34) * an
adulteress with an actor} Orbiolus (8*71), an actor;
Ueiento (8*118)» the deoeiwsd husband of Eppia (3*83* 104)«
riythologioals

Endymlor* (10.3X8) # applied scornfully

to the handsome youth whose future will he given to
adultery; Hyaoinitas (4*110), also used scornfully of
gladiators whose profession alone mahes them handsome
to married ladies; jupplter (6*9)* aa ironic reference
V

to th# immoralities of this deity; liars (3*9) used with
Juppiier in the earn© sense; semlritmls^ (3*106) referring

4*
8*

Of. Wilson, op* @lt*f Hot#© 5?
Of* Uacleane, op* elt«» 35

to the voluptuousness of the.mythical queen of Ninevah.
Unidentified:

Aelia (6.72), a poor woman in love with

an actor; Ambrosius (6.77), a flute player; Aufidius
(9.25), known for his adultery; Carfinia (2,69); Echion
(6.76), a musician; filia Largae (14.25), an adulteress;
Ursidius (6.38, 42), an adulterer.
2.

Sex Perversion
Historical:

Hister (2, 58), who names as his heir

the freedman who had served his lust; Maura (10, 224), an
infamous sexual pervert; New, (10, 308), the emperor;
Rhodopes (9, 4), a well-known courtesan; Saufeia (6.320),
mentioned as a sexual pervert.
Geographical:

Armenius Zalaces (2.164), an Armenian

youth, who yielded to the perverted sex desires of a
tribune.
Unidentified:

Gracchus (2, 117), who entered into

a mock marriage with a musician; Hamillus (10.224), a
teacher who misused his pupils; Medullina (6.322),
mentioned as a sexual pervert; Tullia (6.307), named as
a wanton.
3.

Incest
Historical:

Agrippa (6.158), the brother of Bere

nices with whorr. he was said to have committed incest;
Berenices (6.156), with whom her brother Agrippa committed
incest.
4.

Prostitutes
Historical:

Pollita (2,68) mentioned as a lewd-

woman; Proculla (2.68), mentioned also as a lewd woman.
5.

General sexual licentiousness

Geographical;

Aegyptos (15*43), as being pro**

fligate| oaropus (15*46), famed for its lloentiouonees;
ntoanla Lag! (6*83), referring to Alexatsdrla a© a city
given t© sexual vices 2 M X w b (6*85) , alluding to the
immorality of Bgypt; Ostia (8* 171), as renowned for Its
isoor&lity*
Of literary iriveaiiem

Apula (6*74)f as illustrating

love for an actor; Chryaogonu* (6*74)* a singer whose
voice Is Injured by excessive sexual* relationsEedymalea
(6*333)fi a musician; Heliodorus (6*373), a physician
referred to as used for' castrating; Perlbemiua

(%*1S)#

an obvious dissipate; Filial© (10, 038) f a female drunkard,
the inheritor of an estate*
Unidentified:

Bibuia (6*142), desired for her beautyj

Galvina (3*133)#a woman of the nobility; Cations {5.133)*
a woiaan of the nobility; C M © (3fr136)# a prostitute; Gill©
(1,40) t a-prof iter because'of his sexual agrceability;
Hispulla (6*74), a X m o r of comic actors; proculeius
<1*40), like G i n © a prof iter according to the sexual
satisfaction given by him; Quint 12 la, (7,75)» the mis**
trees of llumitor (7*74); Dertoriu© (6*142), m

inflamed

to marriage by physical beauty; thymol# -(6.00), a country
girl vitiated with lust for an actor; Vafillua (0,22),
called infamous*
ii M l M l a a s g :

Historicals

asaas

Chretiens (0, 67), a prosecutor of

harlots, dressed in. a luxurious sheer gown*

K*

Jn

Histories!s

Amm

tfiswta (1 *0 0 ), ft f w m m l l n * woman. w h o

fought with an Etrurian hoar*
'

|pftftlt>ohljp of the JgaEBSL

Historical.' 4ei?iu® <4*04), whose sen, hawing In*
c
ourreti the jealousy of Bonttlati, was pit to death;
■' hero A d l i b s i© mentioned a# ft flattering.senator ;
GafcuUuc (4+113) » a senator active ae an informer;
Clotiius, ($»34$), Known far hi© t t r m m m m ® $ Crisplnus
<4%14* 10S)

the Hgypbl&n-upstart s Orinpus (4g0X) ? a

m n of ability * 'but fearful of Pomiit&n; Fablns (3, 14)
an effeminate noble; F m a i m (4e 110), a military loader
glweu to sloth; Q rn m h n t (2, M S ) , a noble appearing
in the ■arena as a gladiator; Lateramis (8, 167}, a young
man of .military ago yielding to effeminate luxury;

Haura

(6*30?, 308) , an irreverent woman?; SEontanua (4, 107), a
luxurygloving senator; Otiio <2, ft)' alluding to the ef fetal**
nate habits.of the general who bisame Emperor; Pegasus
(4, ??), the profsot of the city; Pompeius (4411)®. a senator
Known as an informer; 3a«f#ia;($*11?)t Known for her
dnsnksnne©©; Velento (Fabrictus) {4*1X3, Its, 109}, a
trucfcling senator

6*
7*

ft&oleaae, bp* sit*, 8S
Of* supra ‘
s ex-perversion
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Of literary invent lorn

Baslluo (10*002) g a

defrauder; Oralsains (14* 92) * a spendthrift; Cynthia
(8**?), tus literary name far the sweetheart of proper t t u% Hostla; Rutilua (ll*g, $)* a pauper epicure*
ce>Ivina .($*133) t a woman o f ‘the

Unidentified;

nobility $ Cations. (3*1$$)» another woman of the no**
Miiiyi Kirruo (10*220) » a tutor ©ho cheated M e
pupilo; VarlXXus (2 *108}* called, degraded*
v

a m e gg t &* m m

Historical;

Cem^fmif^{6*l$§># esteemed because

.

of %he big dowry she brought to her husband; € roe nun

(3E0)f mentioned a© wealthy*
Of literary invention;

Vtrro9(5*134) * a wealthy

patron; Trebiuo <8»13§}? a client of no social eatearn
because. of hi© poverty*
VI

n m t e m n flggft10

Unidentified;

Artorius (3.09) f referred to a© any

R o m m willing to degrade himself for a mere living In
Boise; CatnXns (3*30) used an Ar torins*

Historical;

Agrippina (£«6gQ), the poisoner of

her husband* the emperor Claudius$ Caesonia (6.*6* 16)
the wife of Caligula* who poisoned tiia§ Lucueia <1*?1>*
the famed m m m poisoner who mixed the poison used to
t >*

f r ^ r t - w — i m * . ■ « » » » • * ^ * WM» .^ g a * ^ ■ ^ * * ^ ■ ^ r ,'''^ * i

8*
0*

'i w w y m m

r w " i » i r i « « y » ' i « . i ) ) 'n w

,i

Cf* Friodiandey* op* oil#* IV# 31S*
Juv* 6* 136* *0 numisi9 vobls tone praeetat (is* Virro)
• honorem*-*
10* the U&wmm eonsidered certain iypoe of work below the
dignity of a Homan cltt£«n» and fit only for slaves
and freedmsn*

M i l Claudius} Pont!a (6,633) , the wife of Fetronius,
who after hie death at the command o f Hero* poisoned
her two children*
VX1I Murderesse©
Mythological:

Bolid es {6,655}, th©Adanghters of

Belns, mythical king of Argos* murdered their' husbands;
Clytaemnestra (6*658)* the t^ife and murderess of Agamemnon;
Colchis (6*843), Le. Medea* ''daughter of Aeetes, king
of Colchis, and murderess of her brother, her two chil
dren, and poisoner of Jason*s young wife; Eriphyla (6*655),
the wife of A m p M a r a u © who induced him to join the ex
pedition against Thebes where he lost his life;

Progne

(6.644), the murderess of her son Itys to punish his
father Tarcus*
IX

Love Philtres

Historical;

Caesonia (6*616) (vide supra) j

the wife of Caligula who poisoned M m by administering
excessively of a love potion*
Ceogr&phio&X;

Thesaalu® (6*610), drugs, witches,

and potions of Thessaly were proverbial*13,
^

aB Lawyers

Of literary invention;* Manilla (6*843),

-an offensive

woman,ready to act as attorney for plaintiff or defendant,

XI

pride of Birth18

Historical;
H w in iH n i« r n i^ i f > m » » * * M i..i.- .l n ■■giw r w ig im u n r n n - i

11.
13*

Brutus (8,180), this ancient.and honorhrrnwimUmffMmnt . imiti'i

i i m . j h w . h*w qiiiitv mwr /

i frjuiii r

Of. Mac1sane, op, cit., 155,
Juvenal, in satire eight, pictures
as a type of immorality*

m, mum*

.......... ..

pride of birth

50
honorable name® bating from the first consulship after
the expulsion of the Tar quins m s

a permit to commit

acts- otherwise Incxcuseable; Catllina (6*231) # re**
calling the disgrace of m

honorable line; Cethegue

(6*831), the fellow conspirator of Catiline also 4 is*

honoring hi© name; Cornelia (&*I&7) f whose pride of
birth destroyed its value; Cruel (8,40), a distinguished
family of old proudly, but vainly, flaunted by Hu*
belllus Blandus (8*39*40);- Fabiuu {8*14, 191), whose
descendant dishonor© his lineagy by hi© vlolousnessi
Gracchus (8*801){of# sup*a M ? )» disgracing his name
by appearing as a retlarlues a r a c o M (6*168), the two
famous Gracchi, fiberlus and Caius; Hannibal (6.170) *
named as an ancestorj Julius (©*48), referring to the
famous Julian family; Leaiuius (8*187), a patrician
who turned actor, becoming 4Jsa f a m s ,^ |

Mamsrci (8*198),

a patrician family of the A m ® 11a gsns^; &ero (8*72),
Hubs 1lino Diandu© (8*39, 40), the degenerate descendant
of the Bruel, boasting: of h i m lineage; Volesi (8*182), a
famous name* one of whom, Valerius Popiloola., was aeso*
elated with Brutus in the first consulship after the
expulsion of the Tarquin»^s ; Syphax (8*170) , king of the

ftusaeeyliane, and conquered by naslntesa 203 3* 0*,
used a© an ancestor of a proud woman.

13*
14*
15*

Ifacleans, .op* cib*, 803*
Ibid*, 203*
Ibid*, p. 202.

a

Ifythologlcali

Ctserenia (&*46}* ttm mythical

founder of Athens,- claimed as an .ancestor; .Pious■<S*13l)f
m

early ^rtfeteal king of Italy* snoratftilly suggests

*»*

as an inrented ancestor; Promo-them? (8*1$$)» o m of the
m o m of the Worthy suggested also mi an encnmed ancestor
fmtori (6*58)* used in an attempt to trace back a
lineage to Aaneaa.; Tlbar&ls {8*132) ^ referring back
to the fliana as wall chosen ancestore; froingemie
(%*>IQQ9 181}, as in fouori (supra) ? an a l i m p t to trace
one's ancestry from Aeneas*
tfoldentlfled;
|

whom tli# satire on the futility of birth im addressed*

1
-I

PimtAous (8*1* V5)t the perron to

XU
1*

Bgsfcnjctien

BglMSSl

Worship of B ml igtmm Cults

UUI

§

a*

Egyptian;

Annteis (6*334) t I n t r o d u c e d w i t h t h e

worship of Isis* with which deity Amfeia too associated;
lo^(6»586>, originally an Argire deity hut confounded
by th# Homans with Isis, tbs Egyptian;

lets (6*589;

9*38, 18, 88* 13* 93) , an Egyptian deity popular at
B o d *; Osiris (6*5411 6*29) , worshipped as the husband
of Isis.
t*.

Qreek:

Ootytto (8*92)* originally a TreeIan

deity* imported into Orsso®* and thence to Sicily*
a.

Italian;

Eellona (6*515), alluded to as

«fiarsna»,| cybeles (8*111)* with the epithet *»ttirpl0 « .

16*

Of. iiaclaatie, op. olt** 149.

4*

Jowish,

Jmfam (5*643), as one who soli

the secrets of tlvs Law o f Mcsse; *Tiidaei(6*54?)* as

•fenders of soothing dreams; Solyaae (6*544) f de«*
noting Jeruealesu*7
#.

OecgrapbteaX;

Aegyptua (6*687, 16, 8),

mentioned- as the hoaa of strange- rollgloun cults;
Delphi (6*555), referring to the oracle there which
m»

silent; Hero# (6.538), a kingdom between the

Nile and Astaberaa* where holy water was .secured for
the worship of Isis; .phrygiws (8*115, 6, SIS), allud
ing to the eunuch priests from Phrygia, associated with
the worship, of Bellona; Tlberis (6*623), where the

E^fptian rotaries purlfini themelweel®*
3*

Popularity of AstroXogers and noett&sayers
Historical;

Petoelrl* (6*58), the oldest Egyptian

astrologer; ThrasylXu© (5*576), there pore two astrologers
of this name, father and son, of whom the father was

Intimate with Tiberius*^
Qsographleals

Arsenina (#*550),. representing for

tune tellers from the last, repealing the future through
the entrails of birds and beasts; OhaXdael (6*553),

Cbaldaeus (10*94), referring to astrologers from Asia;
Cuaaogenns (6*560 )*llke Armenlus representing Eastern

17*
16*
19,

Of. usels&ne, op* cit*, ISO.
of* Maclean#, op* ©it*, 148.
Ibid., 150

m

fortune tellers; Commagene was a Boman province since
4* D* 73 .;80 Indae (6*585)t representing Eastern seers;
Phryx (6.585), like lndaef denoting Eastern seers.
3.

Consulting Seers and Astrologers:
Historical:

Otho (6.559), the general and later

Emperor.
Of literary invention: fanaquil (6^566), denoting
a wife consulting an astrologer about the death of
her mother and husband.
XIII
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Degeneracy of Nobles

Historical:

Brutus (8,182); a degenerate youth

descended from the first consul, Brutus; Capito (8*93),
a noble~born governor

degraded for

extortion from the

Cilicianss2; Catliina

(8.231), the

disgraoer of the

Sergia gens; Cethegus

(8.231),/ who

dishonored the

Cornelia gens; Fabii <8.19$, a
descendants turned actors;

noble line disgraced by

Gracchus (2.143, 8, 201,

210), a noble dishonoring his name by appearing as a
gladiator;

Hippia (6.82, 104), a woman married to a

senator and engaging in open adultery with an actor,
Paris (6.87); Lateranus (8.147, 151, 167), consul, and
of the gens Claudia, disgracing his position and name by
driving his own coach; Lentulus.(8.187), a member of
the gens Cornelia, appearing as an actor; Mamerci (8.192),

20.
31.
22.*

C f . Macleane, op. cit., 150.
Ibid., 152.
Ibid., 195.

m
m family of the Aemelia gens engaged in acting on the
«tag«; Voles! (8,1Q8)'$ a degenerate noble*
Mythological:

Cecrcpidee (8.153) t referring to

dissolute nobles able only to trace their lineage to
Ceoropm, mythical founder of Athene; Julius (8.4S),
another noble whose boast is his lineage from Aeneas;
Teucri (8.56) * alluding to one whose Tfojan ancestors
did not ennoble him; froiugenae (1.100) 9 alluding to
noble birth as no guarantee against extreme poverty*
Unidentified!

D & m m i p p m (8*185), a person of

good family turned to actings^3

Uumltor (8.03), re

ferred to as an extortioner.
XIV

Existence of Plaaes for Punishment for Grimes

Geographical:

Aegaeus (13.61# £46)# referring

to prisons In the Aegean Sea; Cyclades (6.563), Islands
In the Aegean to which some of the worst criminals wore
sent; Gyaros (1.74)* an Island In the Cyclades for the
Incarceration of criminals; h m n m m (8.100) t Luc an la
where there were eraastula. or workhouses, in which
chained slaves worked at hard labor as a penalty for
their crimes;

Seriphoe (10.170)f m

Island in the

Aegean# also used for the retention of dangerous prisoners;
Tusca or gas tula (8*180)f here Tuscan workhouses are
✓

designated as Lueanian in (8.100).

£3*

Macleans, op* eit#* £03.
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Chapter III

Luxury
The vehemence of Juvenal is often directed against
the luxury of the day as evidenced at the table, in
houses, dress and personal adornments, and slaves.

The

traditional view of Homan luxury conveyed the idea that
the luxury of the later Roman Empire was immoral,
senseless and unparalleled.1

Modern scholarship has

labored to modify this concept!on.s

Juvenal, however,

gives the impression of the currency of extreme luxury.
This may be accounted for by his standards, those of
the early Republic.

Moreover, as a rhetorician, Juvenal

makes of an abnormal type a general one.

The names of

the characters pictured as given to sumptuous living
have become almost synonomous with luxury.
1

Extravagance

Historical:

Apicius (4.23), whose name was pro

verbial for good living since the time of Tiberius;
Catullus (12.37), the shipwrecked friend of Juvenal;
Licinus (14.306), a collector of taxes under Augustus,
and proverbial for his wealth;

Maecenas (1.66, 12, 39),

the wealthy prime minister of Augustus; Nero (4.137), whose

1.

2.

Friedlander, op. cit., II,
the misimpress!on of Homan
Meursius * monograph (1605)
luxu Romanorum*.
Ibid., 131-146; Dill, op.

131-146. Friedlander claims
luxury is largely due to
ttRoiita luxurious sive de

cit., I, Chap. 2.
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evening banquets ltd to the expression " n o d e s
fieronla»j Ogtilnla (6*360) * an ambitious woman
lining above bar moans; Poaidea (14), a rich freedman under Claudius*
deographic&li

Corlfittms (8*113) f known for tho

soft living of tlio Inhabitants;^

S&dit&na (XX.162},

denoting the eoloriy of Gades, the inhabitants of which
were wealthy and luxury-loving; Kilus (6*83), known for
its wild-pleasures; Pharos (6*83) , like r;llus9 used to
denote the luxurious prodigality of the Egyptian©;
Bhodlus (8*113)f like ^orlnthus (supra) used to denote
the efforainate luxury of the Rhodians*
Of literary invention;

Atiicuc (11*1)t taken as

a wealthy man given to luxury; Cretonlus (14*86) , one
given to too much building; Butllus (11*8), a pauper
epicure*

11 Luxury of the Table
1•

Food
Hlstorieals

Apiolus (4.23,11* 3), who,after spend

ing a fortune for luxurious food* hanged himself for
fear of poverty;

Caesar (4*31* 5*4* 12* 101)* used to

denote Imperial luxury;

Fabrieius 14*189)* Fabrlelus

f©lento, a gourmand and epicure; lathe (1*32)* a fat
parvenu; flontanus (4*10?, 131), a fat epicure; Vetitldlus
* a a t» * = « i w w w a « i ii* i- r * r i '’i* * M w n m w i f w . t i i * *

3*

n n r w

y i m

i

m u r n i — >'»'■■mfiir » - w r '. > w « u 'w r n i *

j u r n i am m w m n n m '. »

Hor* Epp* 1, I?, 36* "Non outvie horsinl contingit
adlre Corinthuuv *

m

(11.88), representing a wealthy family*
Geographical;

Adrlacus (4.39), the aea known

for lis excellent fish; Aloanu© (5.38, 13, 814), referring
to the prise., Alban wine; Baiae (11*49), known for it©
oysters; Calenue (X..69), referring to*the win® of Cales,
in Horso®*© time; Clreeil (4.141), a Laiian
eoa^ial town famed for its oyster®; Corsica (5*9$), whence
cam® fish delicacies; Fille m u s (4*138* 6*150* 303* 630*
# t 116* 13* 616)* a famous wine; Oetlca prulna (5.50),
enow from distant fhrsee wa® need for cooling; G&etulus
(11.140)* wild goat® from Africa wore considered deli
cacies; G&urany® (6.86), famous for Its oysters; seme
Gauranus was near the Lncrine oyster hods; Lucrinum
£4.141)* the Lucrln® lake was the source of prised oy
sters; Libya (5.119), famous for its truffles; fSaeotica
(4.48), referring to the sea of Arov where fine fish
were frosen up for the winter; Pontua (4.45), where
fin© fish were also to be caught; Rutupinus (4.141),
like gucrlnuii (supra 4.141), -famous for its >qy8ters;
EGinpia© 1® now ftlchborougt^, on the Kentish coast;
Betinu yvj (5.34, 10, 2 7 } , another famous wine fro©
Seti* In Latiumg Siculus (5*100), celebrated for it©
fish; scythlca (11.139), referring to the prised
ptumsants ortginaliy t r o m the region about C o l c h l e S ;

4.
5.

laclsane, op* clt*, 89.
Wilson, op. eit*, Hot®©, 116.

Tauromenctana (5.?3), Tauromenium (on the East Coast
of Sicily/ known for the expensive fish caught in its
*
proximity; Tyrrfeenum (5.96), popular as a .place to
obtain fine fish; Venafranum (5*86), particularly cele
brated for its olives^.
Of literary invention:
pauper epicure;

Rutilus (11.3, 21), a

Virre (5*99, 149), a mean patron in

dulging himself and his esteemed guest in luxurious
food*
Unidentified:

Alledus (5.118), an epicure of

truffles; Hispulla (12*11), mentioned for adultery in
(6*74), and given to luxury and good living; Parthenlus (12.44)7 *
2.

Tableware
Mythological:

Heliades (5*38), a recondite

allusion to the tears of the Heliades, changed to
amber; amber is meant here*
Geographical;

Saguntina (5.29), alluding to the

earthenware from Saguntum which was in high repute*8
Of literary Invention:

Virro (5.43), as a weal

thy patron possessing .bejewelled drinking cups*
III Luxury of Beauty/
Historical: < Cosmus (8.86) a perfumer; Poppaeana

6.
7.

Horace, S* 2, 4, 69.
"Pressa Venafranae quod
hacca reiaisit olivae**
Of. Frledlander? op. eit*, IV, 319-320* Also liacleane, op* eit«, 275 f . and ftllson, op. eit*, Notes

122
8*

*

Mayor, op. eit., I, 248.

m

(6.433) , alluding to the car® expended by the wife
of Hero for aer beauty.

Geographical5

Oatinonoia- (0*16}* pumice atone

from Gafcina, gietly, was need for removing super
fluous hairi®

irtdi. (8.460), denoting the East, the

exporter of oosfietios*
w

£ s s e x 3 * J & t ss

Historical j

Creticuo <S*07f 76) # used to de

signate the.I&w/eif, dressed ia sheer clothest who in**
veigb© against lewd women.
Geographical:

Sections (13*48), referring to the

bright yallaj of the wool iron the river Beetle dis
trict! Ganuslna (6*150), referring to the erccellenc®
of tii© wool fron Caaunlun; Coa (S. 101), garments of
Goan purple were well esteemedg Euganea (6.15), referring to the excellence of the wool from the terri
tory possessed by the Veneti, who drove out an
earlier people, the Eugan©t*$; Barrana (10*33), ie.
fro© narro. or tyre, ©caning Tyrien purple,‘a rich
color usually signifying luxury; spartana (8.101) de
noting a o h l m y e . a shawl ucod by the Greeks; Tyrlit®
(1*3?, 6.846, to 134, 10.' 334), life© £arren& (supra)
used to designate the famous .fyrlmn purple.

t. G£. t?lleon9 op. ©It.s Motes, 01.
10* Maclean©, op*, cit.„ ISO*

62)

V

Luxury of Slaves
Geographical;

Asia (5*56), referring to Eastern

slaves who when handsome commands*! high prises and were
considered luxuries*2-*

Gaetulus (6*53,59), indicating

another source of slaves, Africa* these were luxuries
when there were many Ir* the service of one* Llburtms
(4*75), the Liburnlan slave lilts the Gtietulati slave was
usually u s e « for the m m m r

work; Lyclu® (11*147) , like

Asia (supra) denoting fine slaves to act as cupbearers
from Asia Minor * Meurus (5«55)t like Gaetulus (supra)
used to denote a lowly slave to act as a runner;, Maedue
(7*158, 9.145), slaves from Moesla acting as litter
bearers; Fhryx (11*147), used as Asia (supra)denoting
handsome, valuable slaves from the East* Syr1 (6*35}f IIIce
Liburh u g and floedue above denoting slaves from the
East as litter bearers*
Of literary invention;
present a slave girl acting m
VI

Pseeas (.6*494), used to re
an oraatrlx*

S B l l M M m PJL Art-Qb.teets

Historical;

Mentor (3*104), referring to the

famous Greei: silversmith of the 4tli Century n.* c. idteeen&sterpleces Juvenal represents as plundered by r.ooar*
extortioners; IQrroa (8*102), the famous sculptor whose
masterpieces Honan luxury brought from Greece; Par?*H m s i u s (3*102), an Athenian painter of Ephesian birth
*'1

n
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Juv. 5, 36-59.
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m h o m art was m l m brought to Home| Phldi&G-us (6*193),
V

alluding to ®nn of the greatest sculptor® of Greece,
whose art was plundered at the command of luxurious
Boooas; Polyclitus (3*105) fl another famous sculptor,
contemporary with Phidias, whose art was also represented
in Boss by the demand of Homans given to luxury*
v* ’

3aa*£j&gjaa& a£. iaUjglaa

& b£ B a s &

yurnlahlmm
Geographical; oraooum (14.89), referring to a
building material luxury* garble, of whteh the chief
Greek Importations were from lit* fijymettde, Hi# Ten*
teXicus* T&onarus, Caryctoo^ and from ’arc®;

ljt3.ua

(11.183), whence came the ivory from the largest*8
elephants;

lAcedaemonlus (11.175), referring to

marble from Tsenarus in haoonia r/hieh was ©lightly green
and very valuable; it wa© used for the pavement^
Maura* (11.185), Africa, from where costly Ivory also
came; Habatheus (11.185)* denoting Arabia, ©iso famous
for its ivory; SJumldia (7.188) which supplied a prised
yellow marble used in building; PtirygtUfs (14.307), allud
ing to marble from a t o m in Phrygia, synnada, used for
e o t a m © in the hope of the wealthy; Gyeneo (11.184),
referring to Syene t a town in Egypt t hr ouch # l ^ h traf
fic to Borne from Aethiopla passed* There it denotes a

secondary. source for the prised marble.
(4
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18.
13.

CS. m y o r , op, clt., II, 803.
Of. Kacloan®, op. elt., 8SS.
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Chapter if

A n a i m t Roman Virtue®

The Infiralties- of the age of Juveisstl become vices
when compared with the virtues of Republican Home*

the

moral purity of Cato1 would indeed refloat to the
disadvantage of Crisplmia^*

The generosity of Plso®,

Seneca** ami Cotta? (of the samo century as Juvenal
but Republican in spirit) contracted greatly with the
meanneas of the patron Virro*.

The patriotism of Brutus*

seems forever lost by the truckling of Kont&nuo^ end the
fatal whisperings of Catullus the informer®*

The military

leadership of Curiuu10 was far different from the example
sot by Ot-ha** with his mirror*

Even in the matter of

food the age of Juvenal oeecu* .degraded; the simplicity
of Curiue*® reflects Crispimis^ a glutton*

In the

attempt ic* portray the depravity of his own age by re
calling the virtues of old* the satirist forms of these
ancient virtues a minor thane running along concurrently

I,
z*
3.
4*
f>*
6.
7.
8*
9*
10.
II.
1Z.
13.

Juv.
juv*
Juv*
Juv*
Juv.
Juv.
Juv.
Juv.
Juv.
JUV.
Juv.
Juv.
Juv.

11* 90*
4, i f 14t as*
5, 109*
S, 109.
S, 109
5, 39, 107-115.
4, 105.
4* 131*
4, 113.
2.3, 1; 3.
g 9 99.
11, 78*
4, 1, 84.

m

with tii# isftjor theme, th# depletion of ih« extent
of prices In later Boise*

Historical;

jillebrogielsi C0*13}* a nickname given

to Manor Quintos fab lias fiexismis for M ® victory over
the Aliobroye© in 0* C* 101; Cato (11*90)t referring
to the respected censorship of Harem© Pereiti© Cat© in B* C*
164 1 catnlus (0*l4i)» recalling the glories of'the
finally of which c* Lutatius Catuluct the victor of
Hanno* and hie son were highly distinguished patriots;
Dec 11 (8.0S4* S£0f 14# £39)* eu« ©id plebeian family*
two of whom sacrificed their live© in battle; F a b i w
(£•146* 6.*066* 11*90)* ■i;.lludlng to the greatness of
th# patrician Pabla gens;

fabricins (11.91)* referring

to 0* fabrlcitss Lueelnu©* censor to B« C* C?5; tepiduc
C6*£6S) possibly^ referring to C* Aenlllus Lepldus*
the most entrancing of this distinguished gens; Ifetellu®
f6.£6&) *• referring to L* caecillus stetellus whose blind
ness was caused by his rescue of the Palladium from the
'burning temple of Vesta; Pauline (£*146)t referring to
much m m as JU Aeallinn* who perished at Cannae* and
hie son. Lucius whose victory over P m u m n earned for hi®
the cognomen if&eedenleue^#

scatiru© (11.91)* referring

to the strict censor 11. k m & l t m Lcauru© whsee censorship

14*
IS.

Of* Qaeleane, op* ©it.* XSEf <
Ibid., 39.
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toe& place in B* €U 109 *
Hyifeologte&i:

Hume {3*136}fwh©se legendary states

manship m m preverbi&l*
11 iffinltary. .i^rsr.
Historical* Aeatliinms {8*3}, referring to the younger
Beipio; •■m’stllua C8*154# 16*15), alluding to II* Furie*,
tfeo conqueror of the Gaul6; Capitalism® (3*145), a
cogAocsen ©f the Qulntia and Manila gen©; the latter de~
rived it frcra ts*

who ©avet! the Capitol from the

Gauls; Coelea {6*364), referring to Horatiue Gaels®,
the here of the SuM i e i a n bridge) Ouriuo (3, a, 155),
alluding to :c* Curl tie Dentate®» the conqueror of pyrrhue;

Deoil (8*354, 359), referring to the e*ploito of

an outstanding plebeian family, one of ohleh, P* Deolue
itef commanded the Steaaxi forces la ihe Lati , t?ar$
Fmteim (6*14) f referring to Q. ITabiu© Haninue, nick-*
nosed AllabrogSfits (supra) for M s victory ever the
Allehrogeo; Qaetullcue (8*36), the Richnane of Caiauo
OorneliiiD l»enttzlu3 Oaotulicua* who received the cog-

notion for his defeat of the 3aetullaoG la A* 0* 6;
Uercelll (8*145), referring to the Claudia gene, the
first of v&ost wae }!. Parcel Itis, the conqueror of Cyra-

euee*^

Wmim

(0.364), recalling the heroic deed of

Buciue Ooaevola, she put hi® hand in the fire before
Tarquinitia, tahms he hod ©©ora to kill; rcipiodae (8*154),

16.

Cf • Baeleaite, op* eit*» 39*

referring to the illustrious military achievements
of the two Gcipios; Gilaim* (0*36)f referring to the
exploit® of the’early' member© of the juntas gens;
Ventldlus (7*199), ..referring to P* Ventidiu® B&ssU®*
17

mho executed important offices for Julius Caesar*
xxi s $ m m

m

Historical^

Camillas (2-154), referring to the

conqueror of'the Gauls* II* furlue Cato* (3*40) * the
great censor|

Oosstts (8*31), referring to the purity

of morals of Cessna Cornelius tentuln© GaetultGae (supra);
Curlua Cuurii) (3*3,163, 6.4), referring to the virtues
of the plebeian family of the Cur 11; Prusu® (8*31), allud
ing to the virtues.of the Claudia gens; Fehrlolue (8*184*
9.148), referring to C* Fabriclus Luseinti®, the oppo»«nt of Pyrrlra©; and censor ih B* C* 276; Helvldius
(8*36), the celebrated Stoic famed for hib Independence
under Hero, and who was later put to death by Vespasian;
Paulas (8*E1)* referring to the virtues of the AemlXia/?
gens; Bo&ttri (0*35* 11*91), alluding to the virtue of
Ifarous AmiXlua'hbaurus; Sclpiadae (8*154) * referring,
to the patriotism of-the two famous Sciplos; Cilanue
(8 .2 6 ), alluding

o the virtue of the early members of

the Jtolahgong; Thraeea (5*36}, referring to P* Thraeea.
Pastus, the father-in-law bf Helvidlus Prisons (supra)
and wh os® independence under Hero caused his death*
i f
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Geographical;

sabini (10*399), referring to

the severe morale of the Sabines#
W

Plstlnstlon of Family

Historical;

Aealllitnl (8*3), referring to the

younger Sclpio who was of the Aetsilia gens, a patrician
family I Gamerinus (0*38), referring to a distinguished
old family of the Sulplola gens; Coreinns (8.8, 7),
referring to a distinguished branch of the Valeriah
gen®, one of whom, Vessels Corvlnus, was both friend
and patron to Horace; Cretious (3*67, 8*30), a cognomen
of the Caeciliahgeno, which though plebdan, was highly
distinguished; Qurii (0*4), another distinguished ple
beian family of whom H* Curlua Gsntatus was the first
honored member; Gruel (8*40), referring to the glories
of the Gruel, of whom a late member, Hubellius Blandus,
is represented as degenerate; Galba (8*5), a family of
the ancient Gulp lei av>^ene; Inline (3*42) t referring to the
Julian family, the source of many rulers of Home;
hepldus (8,9),a family of the honored Aemiliahgens;
aetellus (15.109), referring to the honors of such
Hetelli as A. Caeellios Vetsllus Flu®, consul in 8* C*
80, who discharged the war against Sertertue in 0* C.
79-7g| nurasntIni (8*11), referring to the glories of
Sclpio M r laanue the Younger, who received the agnomen

m

Mumantlnuo after his capture of
V

uraantia in

8* C* 133*

Resistance to fyr ® m &

Historical;

Brutus (4.105)g referring to L.

Junius Bratus oho acted the fool that he might deliver
the country fro® Tarqitlnius Cuperbua;

Bratus (S*3?#

14, 43), referring to Marcus and Dtcius Brutus;
Cassius (5.3?),with Marcus Bratus the assassins of
Caesar*
VX
1*

Simplicity of tife

Brass
Geographical: c Tuacum (6.ESS), referring to

Tuscan wool, as a badge of the simplicity of foratr
days*
2.

Household furnishings
Geographical;

Tuscus (10.108), referring to the

unpretentious dishes (caetinl) from Etruria, also a
badge of the virtue ©f f©riser days*
3*

food
Historical;

Curias (11.78), referring to II*

Curias Bentatne, who raised and cooked hi® own vege*»
tables*
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Chapter ¥

She t/ealthy Parvenu tod Affectation of Culture
The pretension to culture ty the nouveau riche provoked

the satirist to anger#

The ostentation of a Orioplme

as revolting as the affectation of literary taowledgo by a
woman* The decline of the higher classes enabled a lower
class♦ hecsose of its economic rice* to assort itself* this,
rise was manifest in cruelty to slaves, affectation of Oraec ~
ioas, pretentions to literary culture, and the vulgar display
of wealth#
Wealth of tower Cleeses
Historical* Crlspinos (4*1# 24, 108), referring to the
Egyptian upstart, whoso rise to wealth, end admission to high
political oirelco was accompanied by on ostentation unboflttlag hio rank; Laeerta.(7<* 114), a Jockey of the tactic raoaatafc
whoso wealth was great*12 Pallas Cl, 109), a freedom of Antonia,
whose wealth tme proverbial* H e i m s (1# 109), a freedom of
Augustus whoso great wealth woo gained in Caul, go a collector
, Of tCS300%

II

Cruelty to Slaves

GeograpMeoXs

liburnus CC, 477), m

African slave cruelly

punished for the contrived fault of tardiness#
Of literary inventions
the flogging of M o

slaves*

Hut H u s ( 1 % 18), who rejoiced in
Poeoes. (0# 491), a slave girl

cruolly mistreated by her mistress#

1# £uv# 4, 108#
8'# Wilson, op# eit#, Hot os *, 7<j>«

***
i»

Affectation of Cnltnre

Knowledge of Curi^ent Events
00©graphlcals

Armenia© (6* 40?)* referring to a comet

nbieh wac ootppooed to tucnaes the Parthicn fcine of Aroenda,3
and used to show the knowledge possessed %

a womans

llphatea

(6* 409)* a range of mountain© to Armenia* used to demonstrate
the understanding of distant affaire hold by a pretentious
woman?

Wartime (6*- 40?}* referring to the Parthian king of

■Armenia {supra)! .Sores <6* 403)* referring to the Seres
{madora Chinese)* that toe knowledge of the activities of such
a distant people night manifest a woman* s superiority!

fhraoes

(6# 403) * used like Seres {supra)*
2*

Affectation of Oraooioos
0eographieals

Grace© (6* 191* 193) » contemptuously used

to designate the assumption of fereek habits by B o o m women!
Graeenla (6* 186)* used ac above to point scorn. at the spread- ■
tog imitation of Creek dross and speech among the women of Borne5
Sulmonensl© (6# 106)* referring disparagingly to the change
from a provincial of Solme to a maid of Athens among the younger
woman|

fuses (C# 10G)f used as Sulmonensis to deplore the

change from native provincial euotoaa to Creek, customs*
3#

Enofiledge of literature
a* Grammar.
Historical*

falaemon (6* 433.)* toe famous grammarian and

teacher* tmo& as the standard adopted by the wesson pretending

3* Cf* Unclean©* op* elt* * M l #

w

to literary knowledge*

1b, Bpio
Historical*

Ho&erue {6 * 437}* referring to the ability

of the woman# ambitions for literary recognition* Who deemed
herself worthy to Jxidee Boner £ Ifare {6, 436} » like Hooeroe
above need to designate the ability of the woman esteeming
herself worthy to J o % e Terrill

fergiXius (6, 456}, as being

praised by a woman literacy critic*
e# Character in Bpie Beetry
ISythelogioals

EXiasa (0* 436}* referring to Dido who

receives the pardon of the woman literary savant*
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Chapter VI
Batronoge - Clientage
1

flie elicit of tlio Bepublie m e the faithful

follower

end confidant of- his patron* who protected htof, the client
of tiie time of ixmmrnl m m the ill^paid attendant In the retinue
of a grudging patron#

fo the' satirist beggary^

to the condition© of clientage.

was preferable

Bat' the neon patron* en^ojind

the dlecoofitnne of M s tracMtog client* was not the only one
to* earn the sensors of .Juvenal;

the- willingness of the client

to centime in M s sordid capacity aroused Juvenal to even
more hitter decimation directed against such a m as freMus#*5
1

Institution of Patronage

Historical*

Gaosus (3* 104}* a CGgnoQon of the Cornelias

gens representing a rich patron to whoso aalutatlones
M o o ion 4© secured by bribing the servants!
referring to Aurelius Cotta, m m
by Hero when poor#

ad-**

Cotta (0* 109}*

a rich non* tho woo pensioned

Here Cotta 1© used in contrast to Vitro*

a© a generous patron!

H s o CO# 109}* referring' to Coins Bis©*

the conspirator against Hero* whoso generosity to ©Heats m s
unusual in the Sspiref

Seneca CO* 109)* Hire Cotta and Pis©

above* need to escnplify m w m m o l generosity toward© clients!
feiOBto (a* lot 4# 1 1 % 6* 113)* referring to the fenema in*
fornor whose patronage wu© valuable because of M s influence
to court*

1*

wrfdPtf^-0**

I*

J w # 0*. 9-18#

3#

IMd* * 5* 19*

©it#* I*

I90~8OS*
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Of literary imrmXiom

¥trr© (0# 39# 128, 156# 9# 35)#

used ao the typical oaconple-of a oaaci. patron enjoying the
dlscoiaftturo of M o clients#
tmiaentifiedt

Faeaiatme (IS* 32)# a eoiioS&ieaa

os*

lawyer whose clients applaud; him In coart fox’ their oportola#
11 Wealth of Patrons
Geographical!

Apula (9# 53)# referring to the large

estates cmotl by tho .oieerly patron in Apulia;.

Craae (9* 67)#

alluding to the e^enoiTO.wine which cane froo near Cunao#
and was poGseooed by the m t m patron;

Gtmrm <9# 87)# refer-

rise to Mens Gauffus# about three olloo free Co d q d #
has expensive wine for the aeon patrons

and which

frifoliiras {9.86)#

referring to a hill# according to ..Forcelltni# ~ in CenpeMa
near Eaples;

this district supplied the noon patron with wine*®

tostltutlon of Clientage
Historical;

Gobba (5* 4}# a Client daring-the tine, of

Ilaeoenas# who feigned sleep to peroit the attentions of
Maecenas to his wife# hut alertly reprimanded a Giairo about
to Oriafe winos6

Pollie (7. 176# 6# 887), a mslctoo who m s

patronised by a wealthy m o m in love with hint

Sammtsid

(5# 3)# a Jester at the court of Augustus*^
Of literary invention*

Piphiluo {3# ISO)# representing

a Grech client# whose roedineoG to fo anything has- effaced, the
possibility of honorable Honan clientage $ Eeroajpoten'(8* ISO)#

4#
5#'
,
6*

Of* Macleane# op# eit*# ClOf#
Of* Ibid## £15£# for opinions' of Hartisl and Galen
concerning the wine*:
Cf* Wilson# op# eit*t notes# 85#

7*

Horace

Sat*'i# a* 52#
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like MptxiXus (supra) a Greek client monopolising a patron
m t ■thus depriving a Honan client; Mycele {§* MX}* the wife
of t!i® .poor client frehins* whose fecundity asrusea the patron |
Protogenes (3# ISO)* like PiphtXus and Ecraarclms (supra.) a
Greek client depriving the Homan client of a patron; froMue
(5. 19* 135)* an asaampl® .of a typical poor client paying con**

a taut service to a cruel selfish patron who is only amused hy
the suffering of tho client*
Enidentifie&s

Haotrolus {9* 1* 91)* a client whose suV*

sarsXenee to his patron1© perverted immorality earned hi®; only
contempt*

Chapter Vll
Legacy Hunting
Pliny the Younger,* hm painted a clear picture of legacy hunt*
lag# as a sign of social a&elntegratloti*

Juvenal, too, declaims against

the vice often eaaociatinc It with clientage#

"The satirist cried out

against the giving of gifts to the rich in the never realized hope of
obtaining enaoiw&ant from theEu

p
Old, heirlese tat acn,like Aurelia were

just as sauch sought as hairless old mm*

She burden of the blows is

put by Juvenal upon the legacy seekers* whose lose of

independence

respect has brought then little mteri*! T&ommmxm*

1 Gifts to Floh
Historical; Eu.phranor{ S. 81?)* referred to as the artist whose
statues are presented to a rich ©an in the hope of a legacy; Polyclitus
(3.£17), also mentioned as a famous artist whose statues are presented
to a wealthy m n in the hope of a legacy*
Geographical;

Asian* (3*818), referring to the rich 'Bast, the

plunders of *shich* constitute gifts to the rich in the bop© of an en
dowment*
12 Pursuit of Rich in Hope of Legacies
1* The Hunted *ich
Historical: 0atullus{ 12*93), the friend of Juvonel ior whose es
cape $t~m m

■«% the m %tvtat *av® thanks without thought of be>
3
ing 'named as heir; Censennle (6*136)* loved because of the hug© dot
.
■w

brought to her husband; Pacoiua (12,39), a rich orfeus whose sickness
brings prayers for recovery by will hunters.
•if Literary inventions Coranus (16,5V,
i, Of* 5, 2*20.
a, Juv.,

4

a wealthy young man to

Of* friedlaisder, op. cit., 17. 819.
4* Of* Homes, Sat, 11, 8* 55?*

end

TO

whom £ vor is paid by bis own father in the hope of surviving as heir
bis son; Persicus (3.221), a wealthy man whose burned home is replaced
by gifts from those seeking mention in his will*
Inidentified; Albina (3*130), mentioned as a wealthy woman whose
favor is sought by a praetor.

Asturicus (3.212), referring to a rich

man whose burned home occasions grief throughout the city; Aurelia
(5.98),a wealthy woman who, when given gifts in the hope of a legacy^
sells them; Gallitta (12.99, 113), a wealthy woman for whose favor
i
captatores are ready to sacrifice elephants on her altars; Media (3.130),
like Albina (supra) mentioned as a wealthy lady in Whose will mention
is sought by many;
2. The Hunters
Of literary invention; CoesusJ 10.202), mentioned as a persistent
legacy hunter; Bister Pacuvius (12.111, 125, 128), mentioned as a will
hunter, ready to do anything to be named heir; Kovius (12.111), like
Pacuvius (supra) ready to sacrifice even an elephant to be named heir.
Unindent ifled; Sillo (1.40), mentioned as a legacy seeker whose
recompense Is granted according to the sexual satisfaction rendered
by him; Laenas (5.98), mentioned as the legacy hunter whose gift to
Aurelia is sold by her; Proculeius (1.40), like @ilio (supra) a legacy
hunter whose recompense is granted according to the sexual satisfaction
rendered by him; Hraidius (6.3S), mentioned as a legacy hunter.

r/6

Chapter v m
Pursuit of literature, Orutory, •’usie, and Art*

la the satires of Juvenal there are a great aacy n m m associated
with literature, oratory, rausic and art? fh© literary outlook of the
1
day concerned the satirist, and in viewing the situation m n y fields
of literature and writers are recalled by. the poet*

Or«sa, and es

pecially the l H respected nine receive a great deal of attention,
mainly because of the iasaorality of the actors*
with literature is oratory*

Closely associated

The satin at, though ho practiced declam

ation long after the school period, derides the loud spoken pettifoggers
isho for a consideration will portray m y cause as right*

Ifc© re-

mlnleences of the nusioal world aro concerned with the immorality of
the musiclens* Both actors and musicians wore of low rank In Homo*
Occasionally the meter® of Creek art are issntioned to illustrate the
value of a particular gift given to a patron or rich m n .
Such allusions, when classified, present the author*s interest
in the fields represented by the naner,, in a m m a quite intfependant
of the lamellate context of ?my on© of the allusions, except in the
seventh aatiro which has for Its subject the literary outlook.

X Hillosopfcv
'Histories!:

Aristoteles (2.65, referring to the famous Creek

philosopher who is known to the stun Fftnati philosopher by the pur
chased bust of the philosopher; Gfcryaippus (2*5, 13.184) referring to
the reputed founder of f toiciara, though third In descant fro® i’euo;
1. Of* Satire V
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Cleanthce (2*7), tfco Stoic philosopher, pupil of Echo* and teackor of
Chryeipyns; Cynici (15*101, 122, 14*309), referring to the Gynie school
of philosophy, v.Meh ai the tiiaa m a not strictly differentiated from
the ttoicsj Berncritua (10.34), referring to Bemoeritus as the laughing
philosopher; ;.pieuruo (13*122), mentioned m a philosopher by Juvenal,
who professes to givo advice without a full Imowledgo of philosophy;
Pittacue (51*6), mm of the seven riso star, b o m at Mitylene circa B*C*
6301 Fythsgorae (3*229, 15*173), referring to the lesnaisous diet of the
fsned philosopher; Hocratici (2*10, 14*220), referring to the ©odasty
of the needs of focrates followers; ftoicum (13*121), referring to the
doctrines of theDtoiea of which Jiivanal disclaims any profound knowledge;
Shales (13*184), referring to the famous Greek philosopher, one of the
seven wise mm$ M m (15*10?), referring to the originator of Stole
philosophy*
Geographical; Athenae (15*110), referring to Athens as the literary
end philosophical poasiesion of Home; Gratae (15*110), alluding to the
Eomsa possission of Greek literature and philosophy^ possessed now by
the whole fcorld*
Unidentified; Sextus (2*21), referring to a sham philosopher, whom
2
the scholiast identifies as a senator*
II Music
^ t
Historical; @lapyrus (S*??), a well known flute player given to
sexual Immorality; Pollio (6*S5?# 7*176), a nuaician patronixt^d ftf n
wealthy woman in love 'flih hi-"*

2* Of* Haoleane, op* cit., £6.
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Of Litosaxy invention: C totyeogm w £6*74* 7*176), elh0»r tfho*»

B&mol &mm&m Impaired his voles*.
tr&Mentifiets txfaeo&im (6*77), a malcicm tawtt» for M s insjorsiXitys
KcMoa (6*76), another smtclsn fenoth for M s fcsjnorality*
111 Beclamtion
1* Subjects
Historical:

Hannibal {7,161), referring to the? espialto of the

fenouo general ??ho furnished the eehoola rmny dooX^mfory tbenso;
'ulla (1.16), referring to the

mhobo achiever*ente also bs~

o«ue topic® for rhetorical training*
ftythological: Aeaeus (1*10) referring to one of tho three

judges

of the underworld* referred to so often in the rhetorical oarreisas of
the schools.

Aeolius (1*8) 9 referring to tho Asolian recite, north of

Oicily, uodvd go a then© for deolsrnatton; referring to tho contest between
Ajax and yiysees, so often a deelan&tovy thone; fisrs (1.8), referring
to the grovo of iters, used m a then© £br declarations; f’
onyefcuo 11*11),
a centaur, Hk> with gthorc hurled trees uron Cacmms at the isarrlage of
Plrlthous.

T M c become the subject of nanjf deelj zsatlone; Vulcanus (1*9),

referring to the cave of fulcan, alluded to in declaratory thanes.
S* Heclaiisers
Historical: Securdus Carrinas( ?*S04f.), a rhetorician banished by
Cnlipul® for doelslnisg against tyrant&% Theodoras (7,177), referring
to the poverty of the rhetorician Theodoras of Oadans, tJho m s the teacher
of Tiberius; fettles (7*150), referring to Vottius Vnla&s, tho founder
of a now school of rhetoric*
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Grammar

Historical: Palaeraon (6.452, 7.215, 219), referring to the famous
teacher of grammar under Tiberius; Quintilianus (6.75, 280, 7.186),
referring to the famous teacher of rhetoric, thou$*t by some to hare
3
been the teacher of Juvenal.
Unidentified: Celadus (7.215), referring to the poverty of grammar*
ians, and specifically of this unimown grammarian; Hirrus (10.222}, re
ferring to a grammarian who defrauded his pupils.

7 Oratory and Orators
Historical: Celsus (6.245), referring to the famous Jurist, to
whom an arrogant woman pleader is ready to dictate; Cicero(7*139,214),
alluding to the ability of the great orator whose sparkling ring attract
ed clients; Isaeus (3.74), alluding to a famous rhetorician of Juvenal’s
time who always spoke extempore; Matho (7.129), also mentioned at (1.32),
is regarded here as a bankrupt lawyer; Paulus (7.143), referring to a
lawyer whose financial success is due to his impression of wealth rather
than legal ability; Rufus (7.213, 214), a Gallic prator whose eloquence
was compared to that of Cicero; Tullius (7.199), referring to the goody

ness of Chance v&ich enabled Cicero to become famous.
Geographical* Africa (7.149), mentioned as the training ground for
/
causldici or lawyers; Brittaai{15.1 ll)9 mentioned as instructed in law
by Gallia; Gallia (7.148, 15.111),like Africa (supra), the training
ground of many lawyers.
Of literary invention: headline (7.124), referring to a lawyer
of the higher class who may command a high fee regardless of his ability;
3. Of. Maclean©, op. cit., 117.

00
Sasilus (7.145, 146, 14?, 10*222),referring to a poor, unsuccessful
lawyer; Gallue (7.144)f referring to m honest hot mediocre latsyer whose
poverty is due to his failure to Impress the clients with a show of
wealth;
Unidentified; Caedieius (13*197, 16.46), mentioned as a lawyer;
Curtins (11.34), mentioned as a type pettifogger; Phsmis (12.45, 16.46),
mentioned as a type of lawyer; Pedo {7*129), referring to a typical
poor lawyer, unable to keep up with his wealthier rivals; Tonglllns
(7.130), like Pedo, used for a poor lawyer unable to meet the competition
of his wealthier rivals; ?agelilus (15.119, 16.23), an unknown lawyer;
VI literature in General
1. Epic
Historical; Jfcaserue (7.38, 10.246, 15.69}$ Lueanns (7.79), the
author of the Da Bello Civile, referred to as a rich poet, which state
was exceptional for literary men; Maro( 7.227, 11.180}; Oaleius (7.80),
4
referring to a poet subsidised by Vespasian; Statius (7.85), referring
to the epic poet C. Papinius Statius, author of two epic poems, Thebals
and Achillets. as well as Sllvae. a book of occasional poems; Vergillus
(7*69), referring to the freedom from financial worries enjoyed by ?ercil.
Of literary Invention: Cordus (1*2), the fictitious nmm given to
a writer of a fictitious epic called the Jhesels.
2. Lyric
Historical: Plaoeus (7*227), referring to the popularity of Horace
as a school poet; Horatlus (7.62), referring to the prosperity of Horace,
4. Cf* v.iieon, op. cit., Hates 71; Quintilian,X* 1, 89f.

3* Tragady
Historical; Fanstus (?.12)aeBtlGn©d as the author of two tragedies,
om about Thebes, and the other about Tarsus| Pacclus (7*1B), mentioned
as tbs author of a tragedy about Aleithoe; Rubranus Lappa (7*72), mentionad as the author of a tragedy called Atreus; Sophocleus (6.636), refer
ring to the great Greek writer of tragedies.
4. Mime
Historical: Catullus (8.186), mentioned as the author of the Phaama*
5. Political essays and satire
Historical; Caesar (6.338), mentioned for M s Aatlcatonea* inveigh
ing against Cato; Lucilius (1.165), alluding to the famous satirist*
6. History
Historical: Sostratus (10.178}, referring to a poet who wrote on
the exploits of Xerxes.
7* Unclassified literature
Of literary invention: Cluvienus (1.80), otherwise unknown; Telesinus (7.25), a fictitious name for a poet whose only hope of support
is the 3®p©ror.
711. Titles of Literary Works
Aleithoe (7.12), a tragedy ascribed to a Paceius; Antlcatonoa (6.338),
referring to a work in two books by Caesar,abusing Cato; Ilius (11.180),
referring to the Iliad of Hamer; Creates (1*6), referring to the name
of a tragedy by m tm unknown poet; Fhasna (8.186),the name of a mima
by Catullus; Phllippica (10.1255, referring to Cicero's orations against
Antony; Telepfcus (1.4), referring to Telophus, the eon of Hercules, and

m frequent subject for tragedy; T&ratui (7*12), a tragedy by a Faustue;
Thebais (7*83), referrinc to the epic pora of Statius; Theseus (1.2),
referring to an epic poem by a poet Cordus; Thyeatea (8*228), refer
ring to the name of a tragedy; Troica (8,221) , the name of a long epic
poem by Hero.
71X2. Characters in Literature
1. Tragedy
Mythological: Aleithoe (7*12), referring to the t a s t e r of Minyas
who was changed into a bat for refusing to celshr&te the rites of Dionysus;
Antigone (8*829), referring to the daughter of Oedipus; Atrewa(?*73), re
ferring to the son of Pelope, about whose family many tragedies centered;
Melanippe (8*889), the daughter of Aeolus, about whom aiiripidee, Ennius,
and Accius wrote tr gsdies; Orestes (1*6), the sen AgSMmoa, figuring
in trr gedies about the house of iltreus; Tclephue (1*5), referring to the
son of Hercules, a fertile subject for tragedy; Toreu© (7*12), the huojbethd
of Hrocne and Philomela, figuring in drama*

2,

Epic
Mythological s Acestes (7*235), the Sicilian king lix* received Aeneas

twice; Achilles (1*163, 7.210), as well known to all schoolboy®; Aeneas
(1*168), as a cocxson subject for school exorcises and let' r declamations;
Aneheaolus (7*235), figuring in the Aaneld* used to test the knowledeb
of boys; Anchiaes (7*234), finning in the Aeneld* and also used as a
test question for school boys; Bylas (1*164), the favorito of Hercules,
used as a theme by the poets; Monyeims (1*11), a centaur figuring in
Ovid'*® Heteoorphoses; Hutulus (1*1681, referring to fumis, Aeneas*
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opponent.
XX Patrons of Literature
Historical; Caes* r (7,1), referring to Hadrian as the hope of lit**
©rature by his patronage of poets; Cotta (7.95), to whon Ovid addressed
several of bis epistles; Fahluo C?*95) * a patron of literature to whom
Ovid also addressed several epistles; Lantulus (7*95), Cicero #a friend
to wtxosa the orator addressed several letters, knows as a literary patron;
Maecenas {*7.94), the famous patron of Horace; Proculeius (7.94), another
patron, the brother-in-law of Maecenas*
Unidentified; Pronto (1*12), a literary patron lading halls for
recitations; ftoitor (7*94) , a mean patron refusing aid to a poet but
aiding his o m mistress*
X. Actors
Historical; Antloehus (3*98), a f moiis actor in Home; Bathyllos
(6*63), a lascivious pantomime actor; Demetrius (3*99), a famous Creek
actor; Lentulu3 (0*187), a degenerate patrician, appearing as an actor;
Paris (7*87), an actor mentioned as the purchaser of Statius* Agave;
Gtratocles (3.99), a well known comic actor in Home; fbymele (1*36),
an actress to whom tomitian was partial*
Unidentifiod; Carpophorus (6*199), mentioned as a Greek actor;
Damasippuo (8.186), an actor originally of a good family, but driven to
the stage by bankruptcy; Haesus (3*99, 6*198), an effeminate actor;
Seleucus (10*211), a' singer or musician, otherwise unknown; Urbieius
(6*71), known as a comic actor*
XI* Characters In Comic H a y s *
Antoiios' (8,78), the sister'of Cadmus, and used for tragedy, but
also used as a travesty in an Atellan, play; Boris (3*94), used as an
an d H a in comedy; latinas (6*44), referred to as the nnmo of a .
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character in a comic play; Lauroolus (8*18?}* the principal character
in a comic play; Leda (6.G3), a character in a rninm; Thais (3*98}* the
type of courtesan eoeem to mimes and 1m

canady*

XII. £ £ t
I* Sculptors
Buphranor (3*31?.), a Greek sculptor tdio flourished at Athens circa
B.C. 338; Bolyclitus (3.31?), a Greek sculptor who filooririted circa B.C.
453*413;
8* Gilireramith
t

Parthcnius (13*44}, according to the scholiast, c festal worker of
5
distinction.

5* Of* 3tee3enne, op* cit«, 335; Ifayor, op* eit», II* 339*
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Chapter IX

foreig m m la Bom©
fhd great number of foreigner© in Bose at the tine of
dtnraaal tented to ne&o for eosnopolitaaisa*

The displacement

of o M B m m mmm&m by n m ®mtom Introduced by the foreigner©
wa© seen as -a national degradation by the satirist*

Moreover,

the©# foreigners, aepealally the Greehs , were willing and reader
to do anything for a Xlvtng..

flattery end constant attendance

upon patrons were the method© used, to maho themselves iadispensable*

M

addition to this large m m b e r of freetaen, many slaves-

were imported from the lest and Africa*

The Eastern slaves

generally ©ooranded good prices because of their beauty end in
telligence*

Afrioon olaTOs, however, were usually given mem

tastes* and were ill-considered*
1

Batives of the East

Geographicali Amenius (6* 550}, alluding to the sooth
sayers in lone from Armenia, as the XastJ

Bithyai {?* 15},

referring to the rioh slaves from Bithynia;

gappodoees (7. la},

referring to the slaves fro.® Oappa&ocia whoa© wealth was aguestrim;

Oonmagenua {6* 650},. referring to the beggars of Con-

magene {north of Syria},. who told fortunes in Bone; Euphrates
(1* 104), referring to the East where menjr foreigners In lose
originated;

Gallia (?♦ 16), referring to Galatia, in. Asia*,

settled by Gal'll© tribes in £78 S*C+$

Syropfcoente {8* 160),

referring to Syrophoenioisns, Eastern foreigner© in Borne, as
hoopers of disreputable taverns;
came ©any ©laves to Home*

Byrm IS* 60), Syria,'whence

t&lden&lfiedi

Amemius SaXaees (2* 164), a foreigner

who yielded to the sssnal perrorsiw of a tritons}

Cyan©

(6* 182)*- a Syropheenleiaa maiden, in tome acting as an assist*
ant to m

Innkeeper*

Historical!

Arhbarafras Cl# 'lS0Jf, referring to sxi tgyptlaa,

f ihortea ^*thliue 41©zander, who rose to military prominence;
C r i s p i n s (1*27, 4* 1, 14* 24)*. the Egyptian-upstart*

Geographic s&s

Aeg^ptas -Cl# 130), referring to the hirth*

place of the foreigner Araharclm$$

Canopus {X* 26}t a t a »

sfo&at fifteen miles from Alexandria* infamous for ita immorality;
llll&eaa {%* £ 6 )* referring to the Bile, from the vicinity of
which les#» attracted many foreigners#:
III

Greeks

Geographical:
in lone fro©: Aohae&i

Aehaei (3* 61}» referring to Greek foreigners
A m y & m (3*. 69} t referring to Greeks from

Amy&on near Macedonia!

Andros {3*- ?0 }# referred to as the*.

M rthplse© of Greek foreigners in Eome|
home of -Greek foreigners in Eomef

Athena© (3# 80), as the

Graeoua, &« n a f.
. {Graeculus)

f3*. 61, 70, 114, 6 #.. 16, 10#-174), Greeks, referred to as over*
running Home, seed making it impossible for loctcms to live;
Miletus (6 *. 296), a Greek colony#, fro© which ©ssny Greeks mad©
their way to Home;

She t o C.6 # £96}* m o t h e r Greek: colony from

which immoral Greeks earns to lame; •Samoa (3 #. 70}#, a Greek
island sending foreigners to-tomei
of refinements whence foreigners m m

Sioyon (3*. 69), a Greek' city
to Seme; gpharts, {6 .*. 296)*

an ancient Greek tom..near $are&tumr from which Greeks came to
Homes

fareninm {6 # 297), a Greek city in Italy from which Greeks
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moved to S©i|

Trallm 13* 70)# & Greete t o m in lyiia t&deh

also sent Greek inoigrsnto to Some#
w

'^ewg

taegrapMeaii

Judaea ( 6 # 543}t referring to a Jewess in

Hone telling fortunes!

Ju&ael {3# 14} # referring to Jews# *ko#

forbidden to lire %n the city by Position* _rented grove© outside
of Some*

?

JEe&roea’ (See’also luacury of ©laves.)

Geographical*

Aethiopa (6 * 600)* referring to tho negro

slave©- 'In Borne with whon Honan v m m soaetioes eoonttled
adultery^

Saurua (3* 79 >t referring to the inoffenslveness,

of the many negro#© in. Borne« eonpsred with the troublous Greeks*
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Chapter X

Poverty
fha institution of clientage manifests the poverty of a
class of people i&:.tome;

t M s 4class’was the body of a a t t w city"

dwellers who neither belonged to the upper two sections of’soc
iety nor to the free&san class*
to the satirist,^

Its poverty was toe* according

to the immigration fro® Greece m A the last*

The undignified aerrtees which foreign client© were wont to
render could not he done by self^reapeeting Homan clients, whose
economic station wee thereby inperilled*

Indeed* it was largely

due to this that the satirist raised M s voice against the
majority of foreigners*

fho}poverty of the aristocrat©., on the

other hand, was often due to dissipation and untimely Xumry*
Historical;

Oorctnus (1 *

poverished nobility;

1 0 8 ),

a name suggesting the iat~

Greperlus Pollio (9* 8 , ?)* a bontaa.pt

whose offer of three times the usual interest flS#) to the money*
lenders was spumed;

Hath© (?*

1 S9

), a bankrupt lawyer!

Polllo

(11* 43), a man of senatorial or equestrian order reduced to

beggary*
,Mythological;

froittgemae (1 * 1 0 0 ), referring to mamhero

of the nobility forced to seek a dole*
8 e ©graphical;

Galltis {9 * 3 0 ), referring to the cheap

textures imported from Gaul* end worn by the poor;

toteei (6 *

54?) , represented as beggars living by fortune telling*

Of literary inventions

1*

Gf. Satire 3*

Galla (1* 1B§, IBS),

the. fictitious
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name of a m m m , w h o m pemTtg~Btriek,m husband seeks to obtain
Mr

d o l e b y p o i n t i n g to

0 M rests;

a carriage w h e r e i n lie t a X Q & X y c l a i m

UmXegozf '(3* 199) 9 the fictitious name of a poor
♦

©cm rcfeose meagre poB-smBiom are -displayed when M s house turns*
•unidentified;

Aelia (6% ?£>* the poor woman whose ateltargr

must to confined by tor purse to ©saner actors;

Coteos {3* EOS),

a Yerjr poor ©an vhoso bet was -too small for a midget; Pedo (?*
129 )» a bankrupt lawyer;
Xtsxarlonsl^r wealthy;

fongilins (7* 129), a poor man one#

mferietus (3* 21), a friend of Juvenal,

forced to leair© Home because fee could no longer earn a lining
there due to the foreigners*

2*

Cf* ITerg, Aon* 2, 3XX*»3XB* 11Jam proxfms &r&et/ScaXsgon*T1
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Chapter XX

Collapse of CkrvernnemtaX Institutions
toaiial manifest© frequent opinions m
tlon of the Empire*

to the disimtegra**

fhe references to public plim&erers*

tyranny* end •info m m & indicate the satirist’s belief in the
degradation of political adaimletratiom*

Against dead tyrants*

public deapeilers ami. informers* luiremal lashes out bitterly.#
A Beaitism*^ Is in m m & ways Wei’s© than m Cabaltee*^
Ivities of a Marin#- were m

of the informer Catullus#

the aot~

injurious as the permitted deeds
inch men, allowed to operate m ~

so rupulousl^r for their own selfish ends* constitute for
Juvenal the disgrace in which,Boise was plunged*

Historieali

Caesar (10* 06} t referring to flberiue whose

sudden condemnation of Scjamia ,aroused the fear of tho people
who could not fathom such a tyrant!

Caesar (4* 135) * referring

to Positiest* whose tyranny towards the senate is ridiculed in
t o * 4$. flavins <4# 3?)* referring to Position* a Flavian*
whose tyranny Is compared with that of leroi

Hero C4* 38*

"10* 15) * mentioned as the era©! tyrant of B e m *

Mythological*

Atrides :f4* 65)* referring to Xteitiaa and

comparing him with AgeoMnx&tt*
II

Tlcttes of fvramta

Historical!

Baroa. {3# 116)* proconsul of Aai#* who was

X*

Cf* t o * 4* .135*

B#
0*

Ibid# ,14* 41#
I M d J t * ISO*

4*

Ibid# *4* '113*
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condemned to death by Hero; Helvi&ltis (5* 36), referring to
the'Stole mho was pat to death by Boro; tealae C4*. 164)t re
ferring to Aelias lamia* wfeose wife Position took away*, and
whom Do&ttiesn later ©ordered; longtime (10* 161* referring to
a wealthy Jurist* Cassius Xonginas* who© Hero banished became
■he was. covetous of the Jurist1s wealth* and Jealous of M e
sodtaanee; Sejams CIO* 90), referring to flbexitis* chief
assistant at Bose whose sorter was suddenly performed at the
command of the Emperor;

Seneca (8# 212* Id* 216)* referring

to the writer and tutor of Hero* who ordered M s death
charge of conspiracy!

m

the

fteasea (5* 36)* referring to the Stoic

P* Xhrassa Paatas* who was killed by the order of Vespasian*.
Ill

PaMte Rebellion

Historical#

Catilina CB* 27* 8* 231* 10* 888)* referring'

to the fenema conspirator;

Cethegoe (2* 27* 8* 831* 10*887)t

the fellow conspirator of Catiline; Clo&tas {2* 87)* roferring
to the enemy of Mile* and adulterer of Poopeia;

GraooM (8* 24) *

referring to the Gracchi* whose- activities'.for the poor people
were not always within the law;

Milo {2* 86)* referring to the

isur&erer of Clodins*
If Sxtcrtfon
Historical!

Antonios (8* 108)*, referring to the uncle- of

K*. Antonins, convicted in 89 B*C* of plundering the province
of laeedoiiia during M s proconsnlship there;

Cap!to 18,# 93)*

CoBsutianus Capito* degraded in 57 A*D*. for extortion fro®
Cllteia during his governorship|

Polahella (8* 100)* referring

to to* Bola&ella* praetor of Cilicia In 80-79 B*C*« who was
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convicted of extortion fro© that province;

Marius (X* 49#

8* 180) , referring to M o ^ i m Prisons mh® «os convicted of
tertian fro© M o province of Africa* om& bsmlshedf

Eases.

(1* 38) t a free&non condemned for oppression of, Baetim during
M o governorships thof&i

loro (if* 123), alluding to Eero*©

confiscation of private fortunes!

Verves {£* £6, 3# 85, ■$*■ 106),

referring to the plunderer, of Sicily*
Geographical*

Afri (8» 120)f referring to the Africans

v&om Marins stripped*
Unidentified*

Hatta {8* 95)# Mated as a public extortioner;

Bas&tor CO# 95), an untaora public extortioners

Panaa (8* 93),

also lie ted as on extortioner*
T

Sp&tem of Informers

Historical*

Garua <1* 36), feared as an Informer;

(4* 113), the blind tefasmcr and flatterer, of •DoaStiani

Catullus
latinos

Cl# 36, 6* 44), an actor and informer who had, the favor of
Pooitlani

Maeoa Cl* 58), referring to BaeMue M m m m who eseapet

a condasmation for extortion to become a notorious informer
under Position!
Ponltlaai

Palfariua (4# 53), m

active .informer under

Pompeitts (4* 110), a member of Poaitianfo council,

who was a dangerous informer*
Geographical*

Asian! (7, 14), referring to former Aeien

slaves who- became informers; ;Bithyai {7, 15), Xiha Aaiani
(supra) referring to former slaves enriched by iBfors&ng*
Cappo&oee© (f,. 15),. IISes Bithyni* former slaves from. Blthynia
profitably engaged in informing!

Gallia (7* 16), referring to

former ©laves fro® Galatia whose wealth wno due to their te*
forming.
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toi&cmiifle&s
former#

ArallXatas (4* S3}*

m

aa to-
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Chapter XXX

Follies of Mankind
Viewing mex&ind broadly the -satirist sees moral woGtaesees

to ell types of amMtioa*
little*

fhe glory of Hannibal^

m s groat power of Sejenna2

availed Mm-

led him to death*

beauty which destroyed FerginiaP and X&oretia^*

It was

the possession

of wealth was a dangerous ambitf m $, of wMeti lemee# and.
irma6 wore eonfipleuouo examples,
which was- fatal to dicer#.*
ougf

It was ©logpemee, mot poetry,

Ambition* thorn*, mm. troly danger**

m o desire of m m to gain. gueeeos is pitied by a softened

satirist, m o , after .pointing oat the futility of eminence,
guides hi© -auditor to prayers for health* reason, and courage*®
2

Peslr© for Military 01ery

Historical*

Alexander <14* 811), the famous military leaderf

Oalte .(£* 204}*. the shortKrslgned emperor whose military successes
led the way to M s death!

Harmlbel <10* 247), the famous genera1

whose brilliant military career a l l i e d hin nothing!

Mithridates

<2 4 * £541, whose reigning position and military glory dir not
prevent attempts upon M s life- necessitating the use of drags*
0e©grapMea2,t Hedus

<2 0 *.177),

referring to Xerxes, whose

military stories were of no 120#- after §atomi©|

feltoens 110* 168),

referring to Alexander wto was not content with on© world, yet
an early death-' revealed M s nniaportaace*

h
3.

Stid-Fio^ef'
Ibid., 10, 294.

, IMS.,
IMA.,
s, ibia.,

4

6.

, 294.
10, 16.
10

10, 16*

?,

I M A . , 10, 114*126.

8,

Ibid., 10, 346-366*
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Geographical;

Aetoiops (10* 150)* referring to Africa aa

not largo enough for Hannibal;

Africa.. {10* 148)* like Astotops

(supra) referring to the ambition of fleimihat fhieh extended h©**
yond Africa;

Alpea. (10# 152* 166)* referring to Eomlbal^a

a arch through the Alps;

Atoos (10* 174}* referring to .toe build--

ing of a canal at Atoos by Xerres to avoid naval disaster for him
fleet;

Bltopms CIO* 163)* referring to toe king of Bitoynia*

Proe/^/:* with whoa Hamtbal stored after hi© defeat at laaa;
Cannae (10* 1 6 ^ referring to toe Apulian village where Hannibal
defeated the Homans in 216 B#C*f

Htspsnia (10* 151}* referring

to 'SaarJhal*© victory In 219 S* C* "of Sagmtuss, to dp&i&f
(10* 104), referring to Hannibal*© seizure of Italy;

Italia

‘
Bgmmmm

CIO* 151)« referring to Baraibalto crossing of toe Pyrenees- in
218 B*C* .
Ill

Besire for
CatXllna (ID* 208}* referred to a© enjoying

Historical*

death

when

hi© work

m m

over* without toe pain of old age;

Cethegus {10* 287)* another conspirator who was also spared toe
pain of © M age;

Bentolaa (10* 287}* referring to 0* Cornelius

Bentulus# a fellow ©©aspirator -of Oethegas who also died before
old ©go set in;

Pompeius CIO* 283}* who outlived hi© glory*

Mythological*

Achillea {10* 256}* whose death preeeeded

that of his father Bolens f A^tilotoma CIO* 253}* a ©on of
Hester* whose early death brought grief to his father;
(10* 859)* whose early death Priam lived to bemoan;

Hector

Patens

(10* 856)* whose old age was pained by to© death of Achilles*
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Ms

Boni

Brim m

CIO* 268).,toose old age w m mods unhappy by

tbs destruction of Troy, a M the death of hi© children#
Geogr&pMc&li

Asia CIO# 266)* referring to the destruction

of fray toleh prism Mired to see to M a o M age;

Campania {10*

283.)* refoiTizig to the feirer received by Ponpoy to 8e a p a M % end
which, ho survived only to suffer defeat sad death later;. Bylins
CIO* 146)* referring to Sea tor* whose old age was filled with
Borrow,

I? Striving for Political Bower
Historteals Brutti&to© {10* 83)* an aedile whose face hes

...

W

tarred the worries of M s official post;
referring to M* Mototoa Crnssoa*

Crassus {10* 108)*

whose power brought M m death;

Pompeias CIO* IDS}* whose ambition led M m to death In .Egypt;
.Seism# (10* 63* 66* 76*.. 89* 90* 104)* referring to ffhertos11•
chief assistant to Bone whose almost limitless power suddenly
brought M m a. death, ordered by flbertos*
IT Desire for Beauty
Eietoricali

tocretia (10* 893)* referring to toe chaste*

beautiful wife of Collattous;

to© committed suicide after her

dishonor by farqpto* too was smitten with her beauty;

Vergtoia

{10# 894}* too was ■Stilled by her father to preserve her honor*
Mythological;

BoMeropfcqn (10*. 325}* too resisted

Stoenebosa too charged him to Prqetos* Mr- hneband;

Cressa

(ID* 387}* referring to Phaedra*, toes® resisted advances to her
stepson caused her to have him hllledj

Ecdynioa {10# 318},*

referring to any himdsoete boy*, toosa beauty will lead M m to.
svilf" Bippolytos .{10*. 380)* referring to toe stepson, of Phaedra
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who reals ted her advances, sad was killed for tMo|.

Stheaeboea

(10* 827), wife of Proteus who hod her tasha&d dtmrge the youth

Bellerophon whoa fee reslated her advances*
UMdentlficd*

fiatlla {1 0 . £94, £95), a woman with a h m p

on Her hack envious of the beauty of Yergtesia, liiose- death. re«*

miltad from her bemty*
W

gtrlTlnd for Wealth

Historical!

X&terazma (10* X7>, whoso wealth eaasod his

death when Hero heome Jealous t Xosagiass CIO*. 16), referring
to Cassias IteiagSms, m

-mlnmt Jurist Whose wealth caused M s

death nhon Hero become arsrieieaai

Seneca (10* 16), toe tutor

of Hero* enriched bp M s , end later pot to death* partly because
of his wealth*

ff&ai* for Oratorical Brilliance
WWWII |«W »

El gtordeals

WTMW» ^ m wlfflW»iiM|WMli« I « n » i Hi, * ,

jWm K

Cicero (10* 1X4), whose elogaono-e ceased M s

death5 Pe^osthenoa (.10* 1X4),. whose suicide was ceased by M s
/

otn prc^isenoe*
I,
\

\

y
\
\
\\
\ •

Chapter m i
Miscellaneous

M groat fflany proper names used by Juvenal can
he classified only fey source*
Hietorleal;

Alexander (14.511), referring to

the Interview between Alexander and Diogenes; Antonina
(10*185}, mentioned ms the enemy of Cicero; Archie
gene© (14,252), a famous Create physician; Asylus (6*267),
a

gladiator; Oritannlcu© (6,124), the son

of Claudius and Messmllna, addressed fey the satirist
in inveighing against the prostitution of Meesailnm;
Corbulus (3*251), mentioned as a strong soldier;
Chaerlppu© (8,96), mentioned as possibly being poos;
Cicero (8*244)| mentioned as honored by Home; Catullus
(12,29), a shipwrecked friend of Juvenal; feomitlus (8*228),
a reference to Hero too was of the Dcmlt law gens; Fontelne
(13*7), a reference to h« Fonteiue Caplto, consul In A* D*
59, for dating purposes; Galba (8,222), mentioned as a
candidate for Emperor; Hannibal (6*291, 18, 108), mentioned as an enemy of Borne, who used elephants in hie
military tactics; Iuncus (15*27), a consul, referred to
for dating purposes; Ladaa (13*97), a famous runner;
Laellus (14.195), mentioned as a commanding officer;
Xoloseus (12*108, 14, 162), an ememy of Home; M m l m

(1*154), mentioned ms an object of satiric attack;
Moynes (14«102)f mentioned as tIso lawgiver of the
Jews; Hero (8*170, 193, £12, 28$, mentioned as an
Emperor, tyrannous and capricious; narcissus (14*329),
mentioned as a freedoms'of Claudius; Otho (3*159,

1

4

referring to L* Bosclus otho too proposed and

saw passed a law reserving the first fourteen rows
of theatre scats for the Equitas: Pbalarl® (8.81),
referring to the tyrant of Agrigentnm; Phllllpus
(13.185), representing a poor doctor of the time;
Pyrrhus (14*162), mentioned ms an enemy ®f Home; Verglnius
(8*221) 9 the conqueror of vindex; Vindex (8.022), men
tioned as a governor of tipper Germany, too lost his
life in a battle with Verglnius*
Mythological:

Achillea (8*271, 11*30), contrasted

with Thersitie; Acmcideo (8.270), referring to Achilles,
compared with There!tie; -Aeneas (5*139), a parody of
Vergil; Aen. (4*329); Aeolus (10**181)* referring to

the keeper of the wind*; Agaaemnontdes (8*215), re
ferring to the murder by Orestes;- A lax (14*213, 18.65),
referring to ttie strength and aehievementn-•of Ajax;

Aleestes (6.653), who died for-Adast-tts; Ale incus
(15*15), referring to the hospitality

0$

the King of

Seheria to Ulysses; Amphion (6*174), the King of Thebes

sad husband of Hiobe; Andromache (6.503), noted for her

tallness,. Antaeus (3*89), the giant wrestler of
Libya conquered by-Hercules; Antiphates (14.20), the
King, of the Laestrygones who sank the ships of
Ulysses; Aonides (7.59), referring to the Muse;
Apollo (7.37, 13/203), in the portico of whose temple
recitations’were held; Arachne (S.56), the maiden
who challenged Athena tc a spinning contest; Astr&ea
(6.19), representing Justice, who had deserted the
world; Atlas <8.32, 11, 24), referring to the size
of Atlas; Atrldee (6.660), referring to the murder
of Agamemnon; Automedon (1.61), used to designate
a driver; BelIona (4.124), as inspiring Veiento;
Cacus (5.125), the giant defeated by Hercules; Calliope
(4.34), an invocation of the muse; Catenae (3.16, 7.2),
mentioned as ejected froo the woods; Cassandra (10,262),
mentioned as a daughter of Priam;

Castor (13.152, 14.260),

mentioned as having a statue; Celasno (8.130), a harpy
compared with a greedy woman; Cere© (3.320* 6.50, 9.24,
10.112, 14.219, 263, 15.141), mentioned as a succoring
goddess; Charybelis (15.17), mentioned as a horror;
Cheron-(3..205), referring to the eentaru who tatight
Achilles; Olio (7.7), mentioned as a muse; Clotho.(9.135),
one of the three fates; Concordia (1.116), referring
to the temple of Concord; c i r ce.

(15.21), referring to

the bewitcher of Ulysses1 companions; Cyfeele© (14.263),

m t

(14.263), referring to the worship of Cybeles;
Cyclops (15.1S), referring to the Cyclops, more to
he believed than Egyptian horrors; Daedalus (3.25),
referring to Daedalus as flying to Cumae; Deucalion
(1.81), used to designate the beginning of time;
Diana (15.8}t referred to as a divinity; Electra
(8.218), referred to as the sister of Orestes; Elpeaor (15.22), referred to as changed to a swine by
Circe; Ennosigaeus (10.182), referred to as Poseidon;
Epona (8.15?), referred to as the divinity of horses;
Eumenides (14.285), referred to as pursuing Orestes;
t

■ -

f i r' .
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Evender (11.71), mentioned for his hospitality; Fides
(1.115), mentioned as a divinity; Fortune (3.40,
6.605, 7.197* 10.52, 285, 366, 14.316), mentioned as
a divinity; Furiae (13.51), mentioned as a punisher*/ ;
Ganymedes (5.59, 9.22), mentioned as beautiful; Gorgo
(3.118, 12.4), mentioned for its killing; Gradivus
(2.128, 13, 113), an epithet applied to Mars; larba
(5.45), referring to the unsuccessful suitor of Dido;
Iaso (6.153), applying the hero»s name to represent
any sailor; Iphigenia (12.119), referring to the
sacrifice of the daughter of Agamemnon; Julius (12.70),
referring to the son of Aeneas and founder of Alba Longa;
luno (2.98, 6.48, 6.19, 7.32, 13.40), referring to the
divinity of Jupiter's wife; Juppiter (5.79, 6.15,
386, 8.156, 10,38, 188, 11,116, 12.6, 12.89, 13.41,

14*81* 2?1) , alluding to the omnipotence of Jupiter ;
Lachesi® (3*27), one of the Fates; I*a«strygonae (15.IB)»
alluding to the Homeric cannibals; Lares <8*110, 9*137,
12*113, 13*233, 14*20), alluding to the respect shown to.
the household cods; Latonn {$*176, 10*292), mentioned as
the mother of Diana; Marsya (9*2), referring to the
shepherd flayed by Appllo for an unsubstantiated boast;
a statue of Marsyas was In the fortins; Mars (9.101,
10*314, 15*79, 14.881, 16*8), referring -to the divine
poser of Mars; Ifinerva (3.139, 819, 10*116, 13*82),
alluding to the worship of Minerva; Ifeptunus (13*158),
referring te

a

statue of tleptme, defaced by plunderers;

Heritor (6*326), referring to the possibility of Hester**
being sexually aroused by the rites*of a debauched re~
llgious cult; Orestes (8,220), alluding to th® murderer
who nevertheless did not sing on the stage; Paean
(8*172, 1?4), an appellation of Apollo; Fareaa (12*64),

referring to the Fates; Pax (1*115, 9*23), referred to
as a divinity; Pelide* (3*280), referring to Achilles
a* grieving for Fatroeloo; Penelope (2*56), referring
to her constant knitting; Phoebus (7.233)1, Pholu* {18.45}
u centaur^ known for drinking; Pierides (4.36), referring
to the muse; Polyphemus (9*64, 14 *20),-referred to as

1 * Of* Macleans,,op* elt*» 183.
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terror«*f filing; Frlapus (6*316), referring to the
colt of tills divinity, tier© confused with that of
Dionysus; Prometheus (4,133, 15.85), referred to m m
the brlnger of fir# and as tbs first potter; Pudicltla (6*1, 14*306) t referred to mm a quality absent
from Juvenal *& time; Pylad©© (18*08)t mentioned la a
proverbial sons© for bis friendship for C?r©stes|
l*yrrha (1,84), used to show the beginning of time;
Bhadamanthus (13*19?), the famous Judge of the under**
world; Bottmldae (11*104), referring to Bomulus and
Bemus; Oaturaus (6*570, 13*40), referred to a# giving
a name to a planet, end a© fleeing from the wickedness
of the world; Scylla <15*19^ referred to as a danger
more credible than the story of two warring 'Egyptian
towns; Bibylla <3*3, 8*108), used as an example of truth,
and as living at Cumae; styglus (0*150), referring to
the underworld; Taurloa (15,116), referring to the legend
of the Taurl who sacrificed all strangers; telamon (14*014),
mentioned as the father of ajax, a son surpassing his
father in strength; Ttresia (13.049), referring to the
blind prophet of thebe®; Terpsichore (7.35), alluding
to the ©use of dancing; Thersltes (069, 871, 11*31), the
boastful rival of Achilles; Tisiphon (8*09), referred
to as one of the Furies; fyndare® (6*657), referring
to CXyiaeamestr a, the murder© 0 © of Agamemnon; Ulixes
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(15*14), referred to as an adventurer whose tales
wars iaeredlfeXei Venus (0,31, 6*136* 300* 7*05,
10*290, 16*5) * mentioned as the goddess of lota and
es a divinity; Vesta {6*366), mentioned as a divinity,
Victoria {1,115), mentioned as a divinity; Virtus
(1.1X5), mentioned as a divinity; Vulcamis (1.9*
6*270* 10*130)* mentioned

mm a divinity* and as the

fashioner of arms*

Geographical$Aetioea (0*109), referring to
Cleopatra*® naval flight from the fe&tlla of Aoiimit;
Agaihyrsi (15*125), a Dacian people, referred to as
wild; Ancon (4*2iD>, referring to a flourishir*g town
of Plcenum and was founded fey refugees from Syracuse;
Antlcyra (13.97)* Anticyra, a t o m in Phocie, which
abounded in hellebore, the supposed cure for Insanity;
Arpinno (6,237, 245), alluded to as the birthplace of
both Cicero and uarlue; Arteteta (2*170), the capital
of Asia Hitter* referred to as influenced* fey defeased
Boisan mannersg Arcadius (7.160), referring to Arcadia*
the people of which land were proverbially dull; Athena®
(10.127), referring to Athens which admired Demosthenes;
A u r m c a (1*380), referring to the feirth place of Lucilitis
at Gtxeeea Aurunom; iaiaa (3.4), referring to desirable
h erne sites at Balao; Beianue (12*60), referring to a
email ehiff of the' type used at Bales; Bardsieus (16*13)*
referring to the Bardaei, m

Illyrian people who gave this

im m to a coarse shoe; B m m m tanus (5,46), re
ferring to the birthplace of VatInins of Beneventum,
who roes to prominence under Hero| Bebrlaetse (2*106),
referring to Sebrigcua near Which town, Otho suffered
a heavy defeat; Srigantes (14*196), a wild tribe in
north England; Britanni (2*161, 4*106, 15.111), rei

ferring to th© S r . U a m U , the dwellers of England, who
were very troublesome in Juvenal *s lifetime; eriitanica
(10,14)t referring to England in whose seas were large
whales; Lrittones (18*184), referring to the British,
a wild people; Bruttta, referring to a coemetic fron th©
territory of the BrXitii In the south of Italy; Cannae
(0*155, 11*200), referring to the disaster there, after
which the Homan world went into mourning; Cantafeer (15*
100), a Spanish people who war® uncivilised; Capreae
(10*72, 93), mentioned as the retreat ©f the Emperor
Tiberius; capeaa (3*11), referring to the porta Capena,
leading to the south; Cnatti (4*147), a people of Ger
many, mentioned as unfriendly to nemo; Cilia (8*94),
referring to Cilicia, totem for its piracy; Clmbri
(8.049, 15.104), ensiles of Home who were eonqu&rad

by Marius | O l l t u m m a (10*13), a river of Umbria washing
.
rich pasture land; Coptus (15*28)t a dissolute city of
♦

)

Sgypt* Coryclus (14*067), Caryoisi, € town of Cilicia
famous for its saffron export; Cramera (2.155), referring

WB

to the stream Crameraf north of Heme, %o which the
whole Fabian gene moved when dissatisfied with
conditions in homo; Cumae (3*0, 381}, mentioned as
a stopping place between Home and Bala©; Dae leas
(6,805), referring to coins aomrsomorating
victory In a* D. 8? over th© Dacians; Deci (4*111)t
referring to- th# Daoiene no H a m m sn#mi##i Boric#
(4*40), referring to Ancon which received its epithet
Dorlca because it was founded by Greeks from Syracuse;
Egorla (3,17)v referring to the modern vele of ha
Caffare!la where Dmbriciue and Juvenal stopped to chat;
Elrueco© (8*164), referring to the bulla from Etruria
m

a sign of free birth; Fabraterla (3*084) , a town in

L a t i m on the banks of the Lirlo, known for its inescpensive rate of living; Flderiae (10*100), a little town
in Italy known for the simplicity ©f it# living; Fru*
eino (3*824)g a town near Fabrateria enore living
expense© were low; ^obii (3*198t.7, 4, 10*100), a teen
-in Italy of little population, and an easy rate of life;
Cade® (1040), taken a® the western limit of the world;
Gaetula (14.878), referring to the seas of northern
Agriea, frscuented by fishermen; Ganges (10*8), re*
ferrisig to India as the eastern limit ©f the world;
Germanieus (6.205), a coin ©truck to commemorate
ftomittan*® victory over the German©; -Hi a ter (6.170),
referring to the warlike tribe® of the Danube; fndi

(6*337).t referring to knowledge of the Priap/ m rite®
oven by the Indians; ladicus (18*163), referring to
India as the,source oi tigers; Italia (3.171, 18.78)
referring to the land as washed by tbs- eeas# and given
in

m

great measure to simplicity of livings luverna

(8*160), referring to Ireland as no longer a limit

to Homan-arm; Latimir< (3,55, 6*637, 8*886), referring
to the jfta

Latina* which extended between rowt of

tombs, and a© m synonym far Homan; Latins (6*187) t
referring to the shepherd kings of hattum, Bossulns and
Bemus; Lauren* (l.io?)f referring to the winter resort
of the Homans, Lourentum; f,euca& (6,841) f referring to
the battle of Actlusi which took place about thirty miles
north of the island Leueas;

Libya (11*88), referring

to lit* Atlas in Africa; ftaeotto (16*118), referring
to the district around the earn of Imov* the inhabitants
of which sacrificed strangers to their goddess § Mareue
(3,169, 14,160}f referring to a tribe of Sabsllien

stock noted for their simple living; Mmtvm (6*337,
10,143, 11*105, 14.196) f referring to Africans, onetnies

of Boise, and a distant region to which fame of the Prinpaan rites has arrived; ftenphatie (18*182), used to

designate Egypt; Memphis was a town in Egypt; Hinturn&e
(10.276) 9 the marsh of Ifi^turnaa, in Latin®, where
Marius was caught by Bulla; tfiliis (10*189, 13,87, 15*
183} , referring to the rich river Hilt to tadicate

Egypti Olynihus (12.47), referring to the capture
of Olynihus by Philip who bribed two citisens to open
the gates; oread©a (2*161), roferring to the inhabitant#
of the Orkneys and Shetland Islands who wore inimical to
loms; Pastaltse (14*899), referring to a river in Lydia,
the pckctolus, which contained goldt Fharius (18*65),
fcfj«Jslahdej
roferring to/ipharoa as Egyptian; the vinegar from
Egypt m s vary strong; Pleaeua (13.09), referring to

Pisa near which town was the plain of Olympia to which
Pi sasus allude*; Pontic us (6*661* 18.114), referring to
Mitkridntes, king of Pontus, and to Colchis in Pontus*
where the golden fleece was guard©3; Fraeneete (3.190),
referring to the pleasure of living In rraeneete which m s
twenty-throe mils® fro-' p.ome; Prochyta (3*5), referring

to the Island now sailed Fredda, as & b^a place to live;
this Island la near Capo flieamam; Hhssna (8.170), re
ferring to the Phlne river beyond which were enemies

of Borne; B o m (3*137, 8*237, £43f 10.279), referring
to Betas as the canter of the world $ with Its vices and
virtuosi Butulue (18.105), referring to the people of

Latins, of when Turntia m m one; — Here elephants* the
satirists ©ays* ware kept by the emperors; Sabella
(3.169)., referring to the simplicity of manners of
the Sabines; imbinus (6*164)* referring to the chastity
of the Babins women; saotenlaue (8*143), referring to

the Gaulish Bantones who mad® simple woolen m m u features; Sawroaata' (15.185), referring to doaCendants of the Aoasons and living between the Don and

Volga rivers; the women of this people were said
never to marry until they had killed an eneayi
Senonea (8,334)f referring to an eneqy of Borne, the
8eitones» a .Gallic tribe living near the Eel ne river §
Sora <3*883} t referring to the cheapness of homes in
Bora* n town' on the ulrls river; Sycaabri <4.147), re
ferring to a warlike people of the Bhine troubling

Home.; Syria (8*169) 9 mentioned as needing, an artsy
to protect it; Tagus (3*53, 14*399), a ■river in Spain
*

noted for its gold; Thabraca (10*194), referring to
Tabraoe, a tom

in

hboldla, surrounded by a Jungle In

which were monkeys | Thabae. (13*87), referring to Thebes

in Ifeypt; Thebe (15.8), alluding to the story of Thebes*
hundred gates; Theasalia (8*848), referring to Hharaalus

In Thessaly identified by some poets, with Philippi, to
the battle of which reference is made here; Tbrnx (13*167),

referring to the ertaes of Thrace; Thule (16*113), re
ferring to the largest of the Shetland islands, whenoe

m

teacher of rhetoric was to be hired; Tiberis (3*63),

referring to the river as Borne; Tibur (3*193, 16.87),
referring to the' Tiber which, w m
and

mm®

sixteen alloc from Hone,

a fashionable place to live; Troia (10*858),

mentioned as burning as Priam looked on; Tuaeu© (10.74,
13*68), referring to Etruria as the birth place of
seJanus, and to the Etrurian book® of the prophets;Tyrrhene (6*93, 12*76), referring to the Tuscan s#m;
Vaecbne* (15,93), referring to the ancient enemies of
Berne between the ryreneee and •the river Iberuo’in Spain,
who, .when besieged by Her tortus, were reduced to eating
their oim people; Venusina (.6*167), referring to a simple
country girl from Vemwla; Veofcittus (16,181), referring
to the'Vest ini, a tribe of central Italy, whose manner of
life was staple; the Vest ini were n Babel liar, people;
Valdai 1 (3*191), referring to Yoisinit, a retfort town
in Etruria;

E&cynthu * (16,11% referring to Saguntwa,

the Spanish city, the eltierne of which were said to have
devour©* the bodice of their cbmr&des*

Topography of Bombs

Astalliv© (6.38), referring to

the bridge aerose the fiberi opposite to M o m

Aventinufi,

referred to as a means of suicide; Aventtnue (3,85), re
ferring to the Aventlne hill; here put for Home; Capitolla
(10*65, iH*91)t referring to the tempi©-

of Jupiter;

Capitolina (6,387), referring to the Capita/in© games in

stituted by Hero; Eequiliae (5*76), referring to the*
Eaqullln© hill, on which were the Isom© of natty rich,
and which m m

exposed to northern blat%6> Latina (6,887)*

referring to the chastity aooowpanylng the poverty of

Ill

ancient Boman women; Lallttm (12*103), put for Home;
Latina (11.118)f put for Home; Palatintte (6*11?),
referring to the Palatine a© a place for the wealthy
to live; Bennie (10.731) ,

for Borne; H e m (3*41,

S3, 13?s 165t 165, 314, 510, 438; 5,90, ?14, 138,
8*25?, 043; 10*180, 8?9; 11*46, m ) # nsa4 to designate*
Borne; Sabintxa (3*85), referring to the olite grow-ir
on the Sabine hills; Suhnra (3*5; 5*106; 10*156; 11*51,
141), referring to the Subura, referred‘to m
heart of Bone;'Tifeerla (X4*£G2)t

mod

the Tory

to deeignate Rone;

Tlfcerinue (8*865), rtferring to.Gleelia

aw&ss acrcce

the Tiber to escape tarquinlue; Vatleague (6*544), re**
Ierring to the ©it^ in the 'neighborhood of Boise*

//*.

Sttmaary

The foregoing study has sufficed to show what a conspicuous element of Juvenal* & style is constituted by his use of
proper names*

Xt|is readily seen that they add color and lotea

sily to their environment, and often serve as a form of liter*
ary relief through providing a momentary digression*

This

study was particularly concerned, however, with such proper
names as are not necessary to the immediate context of which
they are a part; hut which are, in themselves, suggestive of
minor themes.
able*

The wealth of such th^ips, is especially notice

They supply, as it were, a cross section of the life

and interests of Juvenal*a age, in so far as they relate them
selves to his literary purposes*

Typical minor themes which we

have found to he thus Introduced are; Immorality, Luxury,
Ancient Homan Virtues; The Wealthy Parvenu and Affectation of
Culture; Patronage-Gllentage, Legacy Hunting; The Pursuit of
Literature, Oratory, Music, and Art; Foreigners in Home, Pov
erty, Collapse of Governmental Institutions; and Follies of
Mankind.

In addition to these*,, a final group of minor themes

were found to be unrelated to each other and have been classi
fied -as miscell^aa6us,*;-'

this way it has been possible to

survey all the proper names used by Juvenal in his satires and
to analyse their stylistic significance*
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IndeVNorainnia
Accius,43.

Alas,99*

Aoestes#82*

Alba,21,23,24*

Aeh&et,86.

Albanns,£2,26,57*

Achilles,82,95,99.

Albina,75*

Ae11iusf15,4? *

Alceetes,99.

Actiaca,104*

Alcinous,99,

Adriaeus,16,57*

Alcithoe,81,82.

Aeaeides,99*

Alexander,94,98*

Aeacus,78*

Alledius,25,58.

Aegaeusf54.

Allobrogle1s,63*

Aegyptos,46.

Alpes,95 #

Aegyptus,52,86*

Ambrosias,45,78*

Aelia,45,89#

Amphion,99.

Aemil tanns, 64,66*

Amydon, 86.

Aemiliat,79, llo#

Andromache,99*

Aeneas,54,82,99*

Andros,86.

Aeollus,78*

Anchemolus,82.

Aeolus,99.

Anchi8es,82*

Aethiops,87,95•

Ancon, 20,104.

Africa, 79,98*

Ancns,35*

Afrns,37^92.

Antaens,100.

Agamemnonides,99*

Anticatones,81.

Agathyrs1,104.

Antlcyra,104.

Agrlppa,45.

Antigone,82.

Agrippina, 48*

Antilochns,95.

Antioehus,83.

Athenaef77,86,104.

Antiphates ,100*

Atboa,95.

Antonins ,91, 98.

Atla3,100.
Atrees, 82.

X#

Aonid 0 8 ,1 0 0 *

Atrid es,90,100.

Apioitts, 18,55 956*

* AttlcUS,56.

Appia,43.

Aufidius,45.

Apula,46,78*

Augusta,43.

Apulia,20.

Aurelia,33,76.

Arabarehus,86.

4i r m c a , l 0 4 . ,

Arachne,100.

Antomedon.lOO
':§
Autonoes,83.

Arcadius,104.
Arehigenes,43,98.
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Aricines,21*

Bastions,59*

Aristoteles,76*

Baias,57,104.

Armenius,52,69,85 «
v
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Armenius 2alaces,45,86.
.

Arraillatus,93.
-*
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Baiaeas,104.
Bardaicus,104.
Barea,9Q.

Arpinas,104.

Basllas, 48,80.

Ariaxata,lG4*

Bathyl lua,43,83.

Arteries,48#

Bebriacus, 105.

Arvlr§gus,24*

Belld#sf49.

Asia,30.32,60,96.

Beneventanus,39,105.

Asianus,74,92.

Be llerophon, 96 •

Astrass, XCK).

Bsllona,2461#100.

Asterietts,75*

Berenices,45.

Asylus,98.

Blbula,46.

Btthynes,85,92, 95 *

cantaber,105.

Bocaart39«

Caaasiiia,59*

Bootae,39*

Capena,105.

Brlgantes,105.

Capita,189*

8rttianl,79,lQ5* :

'Capitolla#XXO*

Brittanious, 98#

Capitolinns,64,110 .

Brittones,105.

'C&ppadooes,85,92*

Brettia,105*

Capreae,105.

B r u m a l e s , 96*
18
Bratus/31, 49,53,67*

Carus,45*
Car£inta,45*

0fiums,36,XOO*

Carpophores ,'83*

Caediclus,80*

Cassandra, 100*

Caesar,15,19,31,56,
81,83,90,

Cassias, 31,67*
^astpr,100*

Caesoni a,48,49.
Catiena,46,48*
Galenas,57*
Catilina,50,53,91,95,

Caligula,49*
Catinensis,59*

Calliope,23*

"Cato,63*
Calvtna,46,48.
Catella#43.

Cameaae, 100*

Catellus,14,20,43,47.55, 74
Camerirms,66*

81,92,98.

Camillas,65,66*

Cateles,48,63*

Campania,96.

Cecropis,51.

Cannae,95,105*

Cecropides,54.

CanopB8,-46,Bd

Celadus,79*

Celaeno, 100.

Cluvienn3,81.

Celsus,79*

Clyiaeranestra, 49 .

Ce&seimla»4S, 74*

Coa,59.

Ceres, 100*

C e d e s , 64*.

Cethegus,50,53,91,95*

Codruaf89.

Chaerippus,98.

Colchis* v<?.

Chaldaeti3,52*

Commagenus,52,85.

Charybdls 39,100*

Concordia, /**•

Chattl,30,105*

Coptns,105*

Ohio,46.

Coranus,74.

Chiron,100.

Corbel us, 98.

Chrysippns,76.

Cordust80.

Chryaogonus,46,78.

Corinthus,56.

Cicero,79,97,96*

Cornelia,50.

Oil lx, 21,105.

Corsica,27,57,

Citabr1,105*

Corylims,66,88.

Circeli,17,57*

Corybantesf34,35.

Circes,100.

CorycluStlOS.

Claudius,35,43*

Corycla,105.

Cloanthes,??.

Cosmus,58.

Cleopatra,43*

Cossus,55,71,75.

Clio,100,

Cotta,30,51,71,83.

CXituinnus,105.

Coty tto,5|*

Clodius,43,47,91.

Crassus,96.

Cl otho, 100*

Cremera,105*
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Cr#p»rluft FalliOjBS*

Demosthenes,97.
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